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DIFFERENTIALS IN HEALTH
CHARACTERISTICS BY MARITAL STATUS
UNITED STATES, 1971-72
Mary H. Wilder, Division of Health Interview Statistics
INTRODUCTION
Although marital status has been used as a
demographic variable in previous reports fkom
the Health Interview Survey, this is the first
report from the survey to deal specifically with
marital status as it relates to various measures of
illness and medical care utilization among the
civilian, noninstitutionalized population of the
United States. In this report, marital status for
all persons 17 years and over is classified into
three major groups: married, formerly married,
and never married. Further, the formerly
married group is subclassified into widowed,
separated, and divorced.
Compared with other topics, little documen-
tation is available on the relationship of marital
status to health. In the 1970 report “Mortality
fkom Selected Causes by Marital Status, United
States,” the National Center for Health Statistics
presented an extensive analysis of this
demographic variable as it relates to mortality.1
The publication includes references to specific
conditions generally applicable to a particular
marital status group., For example, there are a
number of references relating to childbearing.
Marital status has been used frequently as a
demographic variable describing the population
admitted to institutions that provide care for the
mentally ill.z Current data are available fkom the
National Institute of Mental Health on the
marital status of persons admitted to outpatient
psychiatric institutions and also of those ad-
mitted as inpatients to State and county mental
hospitals.s A report, entitled “Marital Status and
Living Arrangements before Admission to Nurs-
ing and Personal Care Homes, United States,
May-June 1964”4 from the National Center for
Health Statistics includes data on the marital
status of patients in nursing and personal care
homes.
Table A summarizes the types of health
measures used in this report to describe the
relationship of marital status to illness and
medical care utilization. Rates shown have been
age adjusted to the average annual total civilian,
noninstitutionalized population of the United
States 17 years and over for 1971-72 to
eliminate differences among groups that result
ftom the differing age distribution in each of the
marital status groups.
Generally, formerly married persons, among
whom are included widowed, divorced, and
separated persons, had higher rates of illness and
disability than married or never married per-
sons. For instance, formerly married persons ex-
perienced 27.2 restricted activity days per person
per year, while never married persons and
married persons experienced 17.0 and 17.6
restricted activity days per person per year,
respectively. However, when activity limitation
due to chronic illness was considered, fewer
married persons than formerly married or never
married persons were affected.
Another measure of disability used in the sur-
vey is the incidence of acute conditions per 100
persons per year. Married persons reported fewer
acute conditions (174.4) than formerly married
1
Table A. Summarv unadjusted and age-adjusted’ rates of salected health measures for Persons 17Yearsand over. bv marital
status: United States, 1971-72
Selected health measure
[unadjusted and age adjustad)
Restrictedactivity days per
person per yeac
Unadjusted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ageadjusted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percant limited in activity
duetochronic conditions:
Unadjusted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ageadjusted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Incidenceofacute conditions
per 100parsons per year:
Unadjusted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Age adjusted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Physician visitsperperson per year
Unadjusted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Agaadjusted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Percantwithone short-stay hospital
episodeormore duringthepast yeac
Unadjusted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


















































































‘Adjusted to the age distribution of tha total civilian, noninatitutionaiized population 17 years and over in the United
States, 1971-72.
persons (213.2). The rates forboth these groups,
however, exceeded that for the never married
group(161.2 acute conditions per100 persons).
Thus, these overall measures of health status
indicate that married persons had fewer health
problems than formerly married persons. With
the exception of limitation of activities due to
chronic conditions, however, never married per-
sons reported the lowest rates of illness in all
other health measures.
For measures related to medical services
utilization, the rates for both physician visits per
person per year and for short-term hospital
episodes follow a pattern similar to that just
described-i.e., married persons use me&cal serv-
ices less than those who were formerly married,
formerly married persons visited physicians on
an average of 6.6 times per year. Of the three
marital status groups, never married. persons
reported the fewest visits to a physician during
the year (4.6).
Among those who reported one hospital
episode or more, married persons reported
slightly fewer days (14.8 days) than formerly
married persons (16. 1 days), and never married
persons reported only 9.1 days of stay at a
hospital during the year.
SOURCE AND
LIMITATIONS OF DATA




least. Married persons visited based on data collected in the Health Interview
an average of 5.6 times a year, and Survey, a continuing nationwide survey con-
2
ducted by household interviews. Each week a
probability sample of households is interviewed
by trained”personnel of the U.S. Bureau of the
Census to obtain information about the health
and other characteristics of each member of the
household in the civilian, noninstitutionalized
population of the United States. During the 104
weeks in 1971-72, the sample was composed of
approximately 88,000 households containing
about 267,000 persons living at the time of the
interview.
The restriction of the survey to the civilian,
noninstitutionalized population living at the time
of the interview affects some of the estimates of
health characteristics of the total population.
The-omission of the institutionalized population%
reduces the estimates of persons with activity
limitations resulting from chronic conditions,
since the proportion of chronically limited per-
sons in institutions is high. Exclusion of the
Armed Forces tends to increase the rates of illness
and disability because the military population, as
a selected group, contains a substantially higher
proportion of healthy individuals than the
civilian population. No information was ob-
tained for persons who died prior to the in-
terview.
A description of the survey design, the
methods used in estimation, and the general
qualifications of data contained in the survey,1s
presented in appendix I. Since the estimates
shown in this report are based on a sample of the
population rather than on the entire population,
they are subject to sampling error. Therefore,
particular attention should be paid to the section
entitled “Reliability of Estimates.” Sampling
errors for most of the estimates are of relatively
low magnitude. However, where an estimated
number or the numerator or denominator of a
rate or percentage is small, the sampling error
may be high. In addition, the data are subject to
other types of error, depending on the degree of
willingness and ability of the respondent to give
answers to the interviewer’s questions. To reduce
reporting errors as much as possible for different
types of health topics, various reference periods
are used that limit the memory-recall period to
appreciable intervals.
Definitions of terms used in this report maybe
found in appendix II. Since many terms have
specialized meanings, it is suggested that the
reader familiarize himself with those definitions.
A facsimile of the questionnaire used during
1972 is shown in appendix III.
POPULATION
CHARACTERISTICS
The population estimates shown in tables 26-
29 refer to the average annual civilian, noninsti-
tutionalized population 17 years and over during
1971-72. Table B shows the age distribution by
sex and marital status. Age distributions for the
three marital status groups were quite dissimilar.
Married persons, who represented 68.2 percent
of the population 17 years and over, were mostly
between the ages of 25 and 64 (figure 1). Formerly
married persons constituted a small proportion
of the population (13.9 percent), and the majority
of this group was 45 years or older. However,
among formerly married persons, widows were
considerably older than divorced or separated
persons. Among persons never married (17.9
percent of the population), the majority was un-
der 25 years of age. There was no appreciable
difference in the overall age distribution when
the three marital status groupings were classified
by sex.
AGE
gure 1. Proportion of persons 17 years and over by marital
status and age: United States, 1971-72.
.
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Sex and marital status
Both sexes
All marital statuses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Married . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Formerly married . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Widowed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Separated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Divorced . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Never married . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
m
Allmarital statuses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Married . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Formerlymarried . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Widowed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Separated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Divorced . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nevermarried . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female
All marital statuses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Married . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Formerlymarried . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Widowed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Separated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Divorced. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Table C shows the percent distribution by The age differences inherent in marital status.
marital status according to sex, color, family in-
come, and family size.a Although the numberof
presently married males and females should be
equal, the exclusion of males in the Armed*
Forces and of people in institutions causes the
higher estimate of married women. Similarly, the
shorter lifespan ofmales and the exclusionofthe
institutionalized population from the survey ex-
plains the differing proportion and numbers of
formerly married persons.
affect so-meof thehealth characteristics shownin
the detailed tables. For example, younger per-
sons suffer from acute illnesses more tha~n older
persons, although older persons are more prone
to limit activities because ofachronic condition.
To remove the effects ofuneven age distribution
among the marital status categories, the rates
have been adjusted by the “directmethod”b to
the age distribution of the total U.S. civilian,
noninstitutionalized population 17years and over.
bThe .,dire~ ~etho~) of age adjustment is accomplished by
multiplyirrg the specific rate for each age group by the population
forthecorresponding agegroup in the standard population. The
age-adjusted rate is formed by adding the resulting products for
each age group and dividbrgt hesumbyt hetotalp optiationt hat
was taken as a standard.
“These proportions were computed from data in tables
26-290n the age composition of the civilian, noninstitutionalized
population living at the time of interview.
4
Table C. Average annual number of persons 17 years and over and percent distribution bymarital status. accordingto





Total. . . . . . . . . .
Male . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female . . . . . . . . . . .
Color
White . . . . . . . . . . . .
Another. . . . . . . . . .
Family income
Under$7,0W .,. . . .
$7,0000rover. . . . . .
Familvsize













Allpersons * Formerly married
17years Marriad
Never






















TableD shows age-adjusted rates ofpersons















































1%9 by marital status. These data were obtained
in a s&nple survey conducted by the National
Institute of Mental Health. The State and county
mental hospitals surveyed include “psychopath-
ic” or short-term intensive treatment hospitals
Table D. Age-adjustedl rates for admissions 14years and over to Stata and county mental hospitals and for residents 17years




Age-adjusted rate per 1OO,(XKIpersons
Ail admissions 14years and over to state and county mental hospitals2.. 249.7 310.2 186.4
Married . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 135.8 169.8 119.4
Formerly married . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 882.6 1728.8 56Q.4
Never married . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6W.7 757.6 388.8
All residents 17years and over in nursing homes3,4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 610.5 432.5 742.9
Married . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157.9 137.4 188.6
Formerly married . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,048.6 1,122.2 1,021.6
Never married . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,787.1 1,686.4 1,833.6
lAdju5tedto theagedistribtiiOn of thetOta] u.s. population asof Mar. w68.
Zstatisticalnote 32from the National Clearinghouse for Mental Health information. Dec. 19~.
3Nationa[ Center for Health Statistics: Unpublished data from Resident places-3 SurveY, SePt. 1868.
4poPulation Umd in computing rates obtained from U.S. Bureau of the Census. Current population Reports. Series p-~,
No. 188,“Marital Status and Family Status March-1888fl U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, 1970.
5
operated by the State and “public prolonged
care” State and county operated mental hos-
pitals. Other public facilities such as Veterans
Administration hospitals, military hospitals,
Public Health Service hospitals, and territorial
hospitals were not included. Table D also shows
comparable rates for resident~of nursimz homes.
Among all persons, married persons were least
likely to be institutionalized in places of long-
term care. Formerly married persons were most
likely to be admitted to places providing care for
the mentally ill, whereas never married persons
were most likely to reside in nursing homes.
DISABILITY
Disability is measured ir two ways in the
Health Interview Survey: short-term disability
associated with episodes of acute illness or injury
and long-term limitation due to chronic disease
or impairment.
Restricted Activity Days
A day of restricted activity is defined as a day
on which a person reduced his normal activities
for the entire day as a result of illness or injury.
Reduction of activity may have been time spent
in bed or time lost from work for currently em-
ployed persons. The series of questions used to
obtain information on the number of restricted
activity days from each person in the sample can
be found in appendix III.
There was an average of 18.8 days per person
per year of activity restriction in 1971-72 among
persons 17 years and over (tables 1 and 2).
Formerly married persons had more days of re-
stricted activity than married persons had, and
never married persons had the fewest days.
Among formerly married persons, the widowed
population had the largest number of restricted
activity days. The rate of restricted activity days
generally increased with age regardless of
marital status.
Number of days and age-specific rates of ac-
tivity restriction are shown in tables 1-5 by
marital status according to age, sex, color, family
income, and family size. Among each of the
demographic groups, formerly married persons
had the highest rate of restricted activity and
single persons had the lowest.
Since the age distribution of the marital status
groups differs substantially, these data have been
age-adjusted to remove the effects of age dif-
ferences; see table E.
Females in the married and formerly married
groups reported more days of restricted activity
per person per year than males did. Among the
never married group, however, the rate of’restrict-
ed activity was similar for both maies and
females. In each of the three marita~l status
groups, the rates of restricted activity were lower
for white persons than for persons of other races.
Persons in each marital status group with annual
family incomes under $7,000 had substantially
higher rates of restricted activity than persons
with family incomes of $7,000 or more. Among
married and never married persons, rates of
restricted activity days for those in one- or two-
person family units (unrelated individuals or
families consisting of two persons) were higher
than those for larger family units. Rates for for-
merly married persons, however, did not vary
with family size.
Chronic Activity Limitation
Limitation of activity is a measure c}f long-
term disability. It is defined as inability to carry
on the major activity for one’s age and sex group
(i.e., working, keeping house, going to school)
and may be restriction in the amount or kind of
major activity or restriction in relation to other
activities, such as recreational, church, or civic
interests. Each person in the samplle was
classified according to his usual activity status
(major activity) in the year prior to the interview.
Then each person in a particular activity status
was asked about his ability to carry on that ac-
tivity and about the condition causing limitation
if any was reported. The scale ranged from com-
plete inability to carry on the activity to no
limitation of activity. If an acute condition was
reported as causing temporary disability, the
limitation questions were reasked to obtain any
long-term disability, in addition to this tem-
porary disability.
Regarding the unadjusted rates among per-
sons 17 years and over, 17.0 percent had some
6
Table E. Age-adjuated’ restricted activity days per pereon 17years and over per year, by marital status and selected charac-
Characteristic
TotalZ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sex—
Male . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Color
White . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Another. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Family Income
Undar$7,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$7,0000rover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FamilySize
l-2membera . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3membersormore . . . . . . . . . . .







































































‘Adjusted to the age distribution of the total civilian, noninstitutionalized population 17 years and over in the United
States~1871-72.
~ncludesunknown income.
type of activity limitation (tables 6 and 7). Per-
sons who had never married were least likely to
have limited activity due to a chronic condition
and formerly married persons were most likely
to have limited activity. Proportionately more’
widowed people than other formerly married
persons had limited activity.
Although males were more likely to be limited
in activity than females were, the pattern of the
relationship among the marital status categories
is similar for both males and females. Elmitation
of activity was greater among formerly married
persons than among other persons, and never
married persons were least likely to have re-
ported a limitation of activity. This relationship
also existed for both white and all other persons,
for persons in low income families (i.e., less
than $7,000 annual income) and in high in-
come families (i.e. $7,000 or more), and for per-
sons who were members of either smalI or large
families (tables 8-10).
However, age adjustment of these data
produces a different pattern of relationship
among the marital status groups (table F). After
age adjustment, married persons were less likely
to have limited activity due to chronic conditions
than other persons were for each of the charac-
teristics shown in table F, but there was little dif-
ference in the activity limitation among formerly
married persons and persons who have never
married. Limitation of activity due to some long-
term illness may have been the reason some
people remain single among those who have
never married or whose marriages had ter-
minated.
7
Table F. Age-adjusted’ percent of population 17 years and over limited in activitv due to chronic conditions, bv marital status






































































Male . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Color
White . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Another . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Family Income
Under $7,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$7,0000 rover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Family Size
l-2members . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3members ormore . . . . . . . . . . .
lAdjusted to the age distribution of the total civilian, noninstitutionalized population 17 Years and over in ‘he United
States, 1971-72.
Z[ncludes unknown incOrne.
ILLNESS stitutionalized population 17 years and over
(table 11). This was an incidence of 174.4 acute
conditions per 100 persons per year (table 12).
Younger persons were more prone to have acute
illnesses than older persons were. Therefore,
never married persons, who are generally young
should have a higher incidence of acute con-
ditions than either married or formerly married
persons. Data shown in table 12 support this in-
ference. Separated persons tend to be the
youngest of the formerly married persons with
divorcees the next youngest; thus, the higher rates
observed for these two groups when compared
with the rates for widowed persons can be ex-
plained by the age difference of the three groups.
The incidence of acute conditions was higher
for never married persons than for married and
formerly married persons for each of the demo-
graphic variables shown in tables 11-15, with the
The incidence of acute conditions is the only
direct measure of illness presented in this report.
The estimated incidence of acute illness and in-
juries is usually based on those conditions which
had started within 2 weeks of the interview and
which involved either medical attention or one
day or more of restricted activity. The exceptions
are those conditions and impairments which are
never considered as acute conditions, regardless
of onset, such as diabetes and arthritis. For a
complete listing of these conditions, see ap-
pendix II.
Acute Conditions
Approximately 239,921,000 conditions were
reported in 1971-72 by the civilian, nonin-
8
Table G. Aae-adiusted’ incidence of acute conditions for persons 17years and over per 100persons par year, by marital status-.
Characteristic
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sex—
Male . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Color
White . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Aiiother . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Family Income
Under$7,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$7,C000rover. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Family Size
l-2mambers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3membere ormore . . . . . . . . . . .
and selected characteristics:United States, 1971-72






































































‘Adjusted totheage distribution of thetotal civilian, non-institutionalized population 17Years and over in the United
States, 1971-72.
21ncludes unknown income.
exception of larger families. Among persons in
larger families, the incidence of acute conditions
was similar for each of the three marital status
groups.
Formerly married persons had the highest in-
cidence of acute conditions among the marital
status groups after age adjustment of the data
(table G). Among the demographic variables
shown in the table, there is little difference in the
rates of acute conditions for never married per-
sons and married persons, with the exception of
family size. Among persons in smaller families,
the rate for never married persons was similar to
that of persons formerly married, and the rate
for both these groups was higher than that for
married persons. Formerly married persons in
larger families, however, experienced more acute
illness than other persons did, and never married
persons in large families were least likely to have
had an acute illness. However, never married
persons in small families had a higher rate of




Two measures are used in the present report to
describe differences by marital status in the use
of medical services: the average number of
physician visits annually per person, and the per-
cent of the population with one or more hospital





is defined as a consultation
either in person or by
telephone, for examination, diagnosis, treat-
ment, or advice. The service could be provided by
the physician himself, a nurse, or by another per-
son acting under the physician’s supervision.
Physicians are defined as doctors of medicine
and osteopathy. The number of visits exclude
visits by doctors to patients while they are in a
hospital.
An annual average of 736,340,000 physician
visits was reported by the population 17 years
and over in 1971-72. This was an average of 5.4
visits per person per year (tables 16 and 17). For-
merly married persons averaged more physician
visits per year than persons in any other marital
status group did, and persons who had never
married had the fewest visits. There was little dif-
ference in the number of visits to physicians
among the three groups comprising the formerly
married category.
Rates of physician visits for the remaining
demographic characteristics are shown in tables
18-20. The pattern of the highest rate of physi-
cian visits among formerly married persons and
lowest among never married persons occurred
for each of the demogr phic characteristics
?listed in the tables. Adjusting the rates to-the age
distribution of the total population 17 years and
over did not change the relationship of the rates
among the marital status groups (table H). For
never married persons in the two income groups
shown, the rates of physician visits are about the
same after age adjusting the data, but persons in
lower income families (i.e., less than $7,000) had
a higher rate of visits than persons in higher in-
come families had before adjustment of the
rates.
Hospital Episodes
A hospital episode is any continuous period of
stay of one night or more in a hospital as an in-
Table H. Age-adjustedl number of physician Vkitsper person 17 years and over per’year, by marital status and seleoted
characteristics: United States, 1971-72
Characteristic
TotalZ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sex—
Male . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Color
White . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Another . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Family Income
Under $7,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$7,0000 rover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Family Size
l-2members . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .















































































Table J. Average annual number of days per person with 1 short-stay hospital episodes or more, by sex and marital status:
United States, 1971-72
Marital status Both Male Female
sexes
Days per person with 1+ episodes
Allpersons 17yearsand over.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.7 13.6 9.2
Married . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.7 12.9 8.0
Former[ymarried . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.8 20.4 14.3
Nevermarried . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.0 11.9 8.3
patient. Ahospital episode is recorded for each
person whenever any part ofhis hospital stayis
included inthe 12-month period prior to the in-
terviewweek. Data are limited tothose hospital
episodes in which a person was an inpatient in
a short-stay hospital. Short-stay hospitals in-
clude those for which the type of service is
general; maternity; oreye, ear, nose, andthroat;
and also include children’s hospitals, osteopathic
hospitals, orhospital departmentsofinstitutions.
Approximately 17,815,000 persons 17 years
and over experienced one hospitalization or more
annually during the reference period for 1971-72
(table 21). This represents 13.0 percent of the
civilian, noinstitutionalized population (table
22). These data include hospital episodes for
delivery. A larger proportion of formerly married
persons than of persons in other marital status
groups were hospitalized in short-stay hospitals
in the 12-month period prior to interview. Never
married persons were the least likely of any
marital status group to have been patients over-
night in a hospital.
Detailed data for hospitalized persons in the
various marital status groups by color, income,
and family size are shown in tables 23-25. In-
variably, a smaller proportion of never married
persons than of married and formerly married
persons were hospitalized. Except for persons in
families with an annual income of $7,000 or
more, fewer married persons than formerly
married persons were likely to have been hos-
pitalized.
Table J shows the relationship of the average
annual number of days in the hospital for per-
sons with one hospital episode or more. For-
merly married persons had more days of hospital
stay during a year than other persons had. The
rate of stay for never married persons and
married persons was similar.
Table K shows the number of discharges per
100 females per year during 1972 by marital
Table K. Numberof femaledischargesfrom short-stayhospitalsper 100 parsonsperyearand averagelengthof stayby delivstystatusand
maritalstatus:UnitedStates,bassdon datacollectedin healthintewiewa,1972
Numbar of discharges Average length










All females 17years Andover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.1 16.3 3.9 8.7
Married . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.7 16.3 3.9 7.9
Formerly married . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.2 21.0 ● 11.5
Never married . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.3 10.5 ● 7.4
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status and whether or not a delivery was the
reason for hospitalization. (The reader should
refer to Vital and Health Statistics, Series 10,
No. 64, appendix I, “Explanation of Hospital
Recall,”s for the distinction between persons
hospitalized and persons discharged from short-
stay hospitals.) Married females with deliveries
had a higher rate of discharge than formerly
married and never married females with a
delivery during hospitalization. When the
discharges are limited to those without delivery,
formerly married females had a higher discharge
rate than married and never married females
had. Deliveries accounted for 35.2 percent of all
hospitalizations in the 17-44 age group among
married females during 1972, and most
hospitalizations for married females occurred
among this age group. Thus, hospitalization for
deliveries account for the higher rate of hospital
episodes among married females when compared
with females of other marital status.
Table L shows the results of age adjusting the
data for the percent of the population with one
hospital episode or more during the 12-month
period prior to interview. Even with age ad-
justment, the rate of short-stay hospital episodes
was higher for formerly married persons. Never
married persons still remain the group least
likely to have been hospitalized during the in-
terview year.
Table L. Age-adjusted’ Percent of Population 17 years and over with 1 short-stay hospital episode or more by marital status and
Characteristic
Tota12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sex
Male . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Color
White . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
All other . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Family Income
Under $7,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$7,0000 rover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Family Size
l-2members . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3members ormore . . . . . . . . . . .
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Table 1. Average annual number of restricted activity daya for persons 17 years and over, by marital status, sex, imd age:
Sex and age
Both sexes
All ages 17 years and over. . . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yearsand over . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Male
All ages 17 yaars and over. . . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female
All ages 17 yeara and over. . . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andovar . . . . . . . . . . . . .
United Statea, 1971-72
—
All persons Formerly marriad
17 years Married
Never
and over Total Widowed Separated Divorced
marriad































































































































NOTE: Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general
qualifications, and information on the reliability of the estimatesare given in appendix 1.Definitions of terms are given in appendix Il.
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Table 2. Number of restricted activity days per person per year for persons 17years and over. by marital status, sex, and age:
Sex and age
Both sexes
All ages 17years and over . . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3544years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46-64years. . . . . . . . . . . ..m . . . .
65yearsandover . . . . . . . . . . . .
Male
Allages17yeare Andover . . . .
17-24yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65~earsandover . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female
Allages17years Andover . . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
W64yaara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .























































































NOTE: Data are based on household interviews of the civilian. noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general
qualifications, and information on the reliability of theestimates are~ven inappendix l. Definitions ofterms aregiv&ina~pe;dix Il.
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Table 3. Average annual number of restricted activity days andrate perperson peryear forpersons 17years andover, bymafltal status,
color, andage: United &ates, 1971~72
Ail persons Formerly married
17years Married
Never




Number of days in thousands
All colors
All ages 17yeara and over. . .
17-24yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-84yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yeara andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
m
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24years...............,..
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years...............,..
45-84years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . .
All other
All ages 17 years and over. .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years...............,..
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yaars and over . . . . . . . . . . . .
All COIOE3
All ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years..,............,..
35-44 years...............,..
45-84 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . .
J&gJ&
All ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25.34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45$4years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover ., . . . . . . . . . .
All other
All ages 17 yeara and over. .,
17-24years..,..,......,..,..
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years.......,....,..,..
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .






















































































































































































































































NOTE: Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional ized population. The survey design, general
qualifications, and information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix 1.Definitions of terms are given In appendix 11.
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Table 4. Average annual number of restricted activitY days and rate Par Person Per Year for nersons 17 vears and over. bv marital status.
family income, and age United States;1971-72 -
1







Family income and age
Number of days in thousands
All incomes’
All ages 17yeare and ovar. . . .
17-24yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Z5-34yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44yaare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Myearsandover . . . . . . . . . . . .
Under $7,000
All agea 17yaara and over. . . .
17-24yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Z&44yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
$7,000and over
All agas 17yaara and ovar.. . .
17-24yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yearsand over . . . . . . . . . . . .
All incomas
All ages 17yaara and over. . . .
17-24yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yeare Andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
Under $7,000
All ages 17 years and ovar. . . .
f7-24years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 yeare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yaarsand over . . . . . . . . . . . .
$7,000 and ovar
All ages 17 yaare and over . . . .
17-24 yaars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 yeare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 yaare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yearsand over . . . . . . . . . . . .
%ckrdas unknown income.





















































































































































































































































NOTE: Data are based on household interviews of the Civilian, noninstitutionalized population. The Suwey design, general
quallficetions, and information on the rellabllltY of the estlmatas ara 91ven in aPPendix 1.Definitions of terms are given in aPPendix 11.
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Table 5. Average annual number of restricted activity daya and rate per person par year for persons 17 years and over, by marital status,
family size, and age: United States, 1971-72
All persons Formerly married
17years Married
Never
and over Total Widowed Separated Divorced
married
Family size and age
Number of days in thousands
All family sizes
All ages 17years and over. .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44yaars. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
1-2 membars
All agas 17years and over. . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ffiyear aandove r . . . . . . . . . . .
3 members or more
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yeare andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
All family sizes
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
1-2members
Ail ages 17years and over. .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44yeirrs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 members or more
All ages 17yeara and over. .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46-64years . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
65years And over . . . . . . . . . . .








































































































































































































































NOTE: Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutiona lized population. The survey design, general
qualifications, and informatlqn on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix 1.Definitions of terms are given In atmendix 11.
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Table 6. Average annual number of pereons 17Yearsand over limited in activity due to chronic conditions, by marital status,
Sex and age
Both sexes
All ages 17yeare and ovar . . . .
17-24yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34yeara. .. m. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-84yean3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yearaandover . . . . . . . . . . . .
W
Allagea17years Andover . . . .
17-24yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26-34yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46-64yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
85years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female
All agas 17years and ovar. . . .
17-24yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36-44yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46-64yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yearaandover . . . . . . . . . . . .
























Total Widowed Separated Divorced






























































































NOTE: Date are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalizad population. The survey design, general




Table 7. Percant of population 17years and over limited in activity dua to chronic conditions bv marital status. sax, and aae:
Sex and age
Both sexes
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-Q4yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36-44yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years And over . . . . . . . . . . . .
Male
All ages 17years and ovar. . . .
17-24yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female——
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
W44yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-54yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




and over Total Widowed Separated Divorced
married























































































NOTE: Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population, The survey design, general
qualifications, and information on the reliability of theastimates are given inappendix l. Definitions ofterms aregiven inappendixll.
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Table 8. Average annual number of persons 17years and over limited in activity due to chronic conditions and Percent of population limited-
by marital status, color, and age: United Statas, 1971-72
..- .









Persons limited in thousands
All colors
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yearsand over . . . . . . . . . . . .
White
All agas 17yeare and ovar. . . .
17-24yaars. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yeara andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
All other
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24yaars. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
66yeare andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
All colors
All ages 17yaars and over. . . .
77-24years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46-64yaars. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
85years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
White
All ages 17yaars-and over. . . .
17-24yaars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44yaara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46-64yaara . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
All other
All agas 17years and over. . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-84years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
05years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .


























































































































Parcant of population limited




































































































NOTE: Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general
quallflcatlons, and Information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix 1.Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.
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Table 9. Average annual number of persons 17years and over limited in activity due to chronic conditions and percent of poDulatit)n limited,
by marital status, family income, and age: United S-tates,1971-72





and over Total Widowed Separated Divorced
Family income and age
Persons limited in thousands
All incomesl
AH ages 17years and over.
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
Under $7,000
All ages 17years and over. . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years and over.........,..
$7,000and over
All ages 17years and over. .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
All incomes
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24years.....,....,....,..
25-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years And over . . . . . . . . . . . .
Under $7,000
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
$7,000and over
All agas 17years and over. . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .













































































































































































































































NOTE: Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population. The Wrvay design, ganeral
qualifications, and information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Deflnltionsof terms are given in appendix Il.
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Table 10. Average annual number of persons 17 years and ovar limited in activity due to chronic conditions and percent of population
Iimited, by marital status, family size, and age: Unitad States, 1971-72









Persons limited in thousands
All family sizes
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46-84 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S6yearsand over . . . . . . . . . . . .
1-2 members
All ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46-84 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
85yearsand over . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 members or mora
All ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
W44yeara . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
85yearsand over . . . . . . . . . . . .
All family sizes
All ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 yaars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46-84 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
85years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
1-2 members
All ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-84 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
85yearsand ovar . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 members or more
All ages 17 yeers and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-54 yesrs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
85years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































































































































NOTE: Data are based on household Interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general
qualiflcatlons, and Information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix 1. Definitions of terms are given in appendix Il.
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Table 11. Average annual number of acute conditions for persons 17 years and over. bv marital .StatLI%sex. and age:
Sex and age
Both sexes
All ages 17 yeara and over. . . .
17-24 yaars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 yeara . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
Male
All ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andovar . . . . . . . . . . . .
Famale
All ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
United States, 1971-72
All persons Formerly married
Married Never17 years





















































































































NOTE: Data are based on housahold interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional ized Do~ulation. The survey desicm, general
qualificationsr and information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix l. Defkitions ofterms are given ina~pa;dixll.
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Table 12.Incidence of acute conditions for persons 17yeare and over per 100persons per year, by marital status,sex, and age:
Sex and age
Both sexes
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 yaars. . ..m . . . . . . . . .. m..
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yeareandovar . . . . . . . . . . . .
Male
Allages17yaara Andover . . . .
17-24yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36-44yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4644yeam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
06yeamandovar . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female -
Allages17yeam andover . . . .
17-24yeam. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34yaam. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3544yeam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-84yaamm. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..m.









































































































































NOTE: Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general
qualifications, and information onthe reliability of theestimates sre given inappendix l. Definitions oftermare given ina~endixll.
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Table 13. Average annual number of acute conditions and incidence of acute conditions per 100 persons 17 yeara and over peryear, by
Color and age
marital status, color, and age: United States, 1971-72
All persons Formerly married
17 yaars Married
Never








45-84 yeara . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years Andover . . . . . . . . .
White
Ail ages 17 years and over, . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 yaars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . .
All other
All ages 17 yaars and over. .,
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years and over......,..,.,
All colors
All agas 17 years and over. . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-84 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
White
All ages 17 years and over. .,
17-24 years.....,.........,.,
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years and over.........,..
All other
All agea 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years.....,....,....,..
25-34 years.....,...,,....,..
35-44 years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years,....,....,..,.,..
65years and over











































































































































































































































NOTE: Data are based on household Interviews of the civilian, noninstitutiona lized population. The survey design, general
qualifications, and information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix 1. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.
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Table 14, Average annual number of acute conditions and incidence of acute conditions per 100 persona 17 years and over per year b~
marital status, family income, and age: United States, 1971-72
All persons Formerly married
17 years Married Never
and over Total Widowed Saparated Divorced
married
Family income and age
Conditions in thousandsAll incomasl
All ages 17years and over. . . . 239,921 157,80E 33,012 15,700 I 6,885 10,446 49,302
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years..........,....<..










































All ages 17 years and over. . . . 10,579 4,657
17-24 years..........,....,..
25-Wyears, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45+4yaars, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
















































AH ages 17 yeara and over, . . . 3,964 1,678
17-24 years.......,..,..<,,..
X-%years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 yeara, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years, . ., . .,, ...,,..., .




























Conditions per 100 persons per yearAll incomas
All ages 17 years and over. . . 172.5 138.4 233.6 I 215.2
17-24 years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
=-~years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years... . . . . .
45.&l years.... . . . .

































































17.24 years,.. .,, ,, . . .
X-W yeara, .,,,,.,.,,.,,,,.
3544y ears . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years,,. ,,, .,, ,,,

































NOTE: Data are based on household Interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional ized poptdatlon. The survey design, general
qualifications, and Information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix 1. Definitions of terms are given in appendix Ii.
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Table 15. Average annual number of acute conditions and incidence of acute conditions per 100persons 17 years and over rservear bv
marital status, family size, and age: United States, 1971-72
. . .








Family size and age
Conditions in thousandsAll family sizes
Ail ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . .
1-2members
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 members or more
All ages 17years and over. .“.
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years...............,..
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
All family sizes
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . .
1-2members
All ages 17yeara and over. . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-65years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 members or more
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . ., ..,....,.














































































































































NOTE: Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstltutionaiizad population. The survey design, general
qualifications, and information on the reliability of the estimatesare given in appendix 1.Deflnitlons of terms are given in appendix 11.







































































Table17. Averageannualnumberof physicianvisitsParPerson17 Yearsand over by marital status, sex, and age: UnitedStates,1971-72
Sex end age
Both sexes
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B5yearsand over . . . . . . . . . . . .
Male
Allages17years andover . . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . .. m. . . . . . . . . .
45-64yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
05years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female
Aliages17years Andover. ...
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46-64yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































NOTE: Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalizad population. The survey design, general
qualifications, and information onthe reliability of theestimatas are given inappendix i. Definitions oftermare given inapwndixll.
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Table 17. Number of physician visits per person 17 years and over per year by marital stetus. sex, and aae: United State.%
Sex and age
Both sexes
All ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
Male——
All agea 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 yeare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female—.—
All ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


































































































































NOTE: Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, genersl
qualifications, and information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix l. Definitions ofterms aregiven in appendix Il.
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Table 18. Average annual number of physician visits and physician visits per person 17 years and over per year by marital status, color, and
age United States, 1971-72
All persons Formerly married Never,
17 years Married married




All ages 17 yeareand over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 yeara . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yaars andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
White
AH ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 yeare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 yeare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yaars Andover . . . . . . . . . . .
All other
All ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 yeare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45%4years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
All colors
All ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
=
All ages 17 years end over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
All other
All ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . .














































































































































































































NOTE: Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general
qualifications, and Information on the reliability of theestimates are given in appendix l. Definitions ofterms aregiven in appendix Il.
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Table 19. Average annual number of physician visits and physician visits per person 17 years and over per year bymarital status, fpfi~lv
“., ,., ,
income, and age: United States, 1971-72
All persons Formerly married
Married Never17 yeers
and over Total Widowed Separated Divorcad
married
Family income and age
Visits in thousands
All incomesl
All ages 17 years and over.
17-24 years, , . .,, , . .,, .,.,...
25-34 years... ,,, ., .,,.,.,.
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years,,....,...,,...,,.
65years and over, .,,.,. . . .
Under $7,000
All ages 17 years and over, .,
17-24 years.,.,...,.,..,.,,,,
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years.,..,.,....,...,,.
65years and over, . . . . . . . . . . .
$7,000 and over
All ages 17 years and over. .,
17-24 years . ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years ., . ., ., . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover, . . . . . . . . . . .
All incomes
All ages 17 yaars and over.
17-24 years..,....,.,,,,.,,.,
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-84 years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . .
Under $7,000
AH agea 17 years and over, . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years, , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years, . . . . . .
65years andover . . . .
$7,000 and over
All ages 17years and over .,
17.24 years . . . . . . . .
25-34 years... . . .
36-44 years... . . .
45-64 years... . . .,.














































































































Visits per person per yaar
6.7 6.8 6,7 6,3 4.2
* 6.3 8.2 3.9
6.0 6.7 6.6 4.3
6,9 6,6 5.7 4.2
6.4 6.8 5.9 4.8
















5.9 6.9 7.2 6,9 4.6
* 6.6 9,8 4.5
* 7.2 7.5 4.1
5.4 6,6 5.8 4.7
6.6 7,8 6!6 5.1
7.2 7.7 6.6 5.4
6.7 5.9 5.7 3.9
* 5.6 6.8 3.6
● 5.7 6.1 4,6
* 6.3 5.6 4.2
6.4 5.1 5.1 4.7

































NOTE: Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalized Population. The survey design, generai
qualifications, and information on the reliability of the estimates are given In appendix 1. Definitions of terms are given in appendix il.
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Table 20.Average annual number of physician visits and physician visits per person 17years and over per year bv marital status, familv size,. .
and age United States, 1971-72
All persons Formerly married
17years Married Never
and over Total Widowed Separated Divorced married
Family size and age
All family sizes
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-&l years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . .
l-2membera
All ages 17yeara and over. . . .
17-24yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46-84years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 members or more
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-84years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



























































































































Visits per person per year
6.3 4.2All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
1-2members
AH ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 members or more
All ages 17years and over. . . .
77-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .






































































































NOTE: Data are based on household intWVieW5 of the ciVlllan, noninstitutional lzed population. The survey des]gn, general
qualifications, and Information on the reliability of the eStiITIateSare given In appendix 1.Definitions of terms are given in appendl~ 11.
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Table 21. Average annual number of persons 17 years and over withl short-stay hospital episoda or mora, bv marital status,
sex, and age: United States, based on data collected in health interviewa in 1971 and 1972
Sax and age
Both sexes
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-84 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . .
All agas 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years. p. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female
All ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
-
















































































































NOTE: Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional ized population. The survey design, general
qualifications, and information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix 1. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II.
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Table 22. Percent of population 17years and over with 1short-stay hospital episode or more, by merital status, sex, and age:
United States, based on data collested in health interviews in 1971and 1972
Sex and age
Both sexes
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3&44yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
05yeamandover . . . . . . . . . . . .
&
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yaarsandover . . . . . .. . . . . .
Female,—
All ages 17yeara and over. . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34yeare. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S44yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64yaars. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


































































































NOTE: Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalizad peculation, The survey design, general
qualifications, and information on the reiiabilityof the estimates are given in appendix l. Definitions ofterms aregiveninappandix Il.
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Table 23. Averaga annual number of parsona 17yaara andover and percent of population with lshort-stay hospitel episode ormora, by
maritel stetus, color, and age: United Statas, basad on data collected in health interviews in 1971 and 1972
All persons Formerly married
17 years NeverMarried
and over Total Widowed Separated Divorced
married
Color and ege
Number of persons with 1 short-stay episode or more in thousands
All colors
Allages 17years andover. . . .
17.24 years.....,....,....,..
25-34 years.,.,....,......,..
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
m
All ages 17 years and over. .
17.24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
E5years and over . . . . . . . . . . . .
All other
All ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3M4years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . .
All colors.—
All ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years...,....,.,..,.,..
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
w-
Ail ages 17years and over. . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years.. . . . . . . .




17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years ., .,..,.... . . . . .
35-44 years. . . . . . . .
45-64 years. . . . .

































































































































































































































NOTE: Oata are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional ized population. Tha survey design, general
qualifications, and information on the reliability of the estlmat= are given in appandix 1. Definitions ofterms are given in appendix Il.
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Table 24. Average annual number of pereons 17 yeara and over and percent of population with 1 short-stay hospitaI episode or more, by
marital status, family income, and age United States. based on data collected in health interviews 1971 and 1972
All persons Formerly married
Never
17 years Married




Family income and age
Number of persons with 1 short-stay episode or more in thousandsAll incomes
All ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 yeare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
Under $7,000
All ages 17yeara and over. . . .
17.24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years...............,..
65years Andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
$7,000 and over
All ages 17 years and ovar. . . .
17-24 years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years Andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
All incomes
Ail ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 yeare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
66years and over . . . . . . . . . . . .
Unfier $7,000
All ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . .
$7,000 and over
All ages 17 years and ovar. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 yeare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 yeara . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




















































































































































































































NOTE: Data are based on household interviews of the CP.Wan, nonlnstitutlonallzed Population. The survey design, general
qualifications, and information on the reliability of the estimates are 9iVetI In appendix 1. Definitions of terms are given In appendix II.
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Table 25. Average annual number of persons 17 years and over and percent of population with 1 short-stay hospital episode or more, by
marital status, family size, and age: United Statea, based on data collected in health interviews in 1971 and 1972 ‘




and over Total Widowed Separated Divorced
Family size and age
All family sizes
All ages 17years and over.
17.24 years,.........,....,..
25-34 years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years And over, . . . . . . . . . .
1-2 members
All ages 17 years and over. .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3544y ears . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andovar . . . . . . . . . . . .
3members or more
All ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . .
All family sizes———
All ages 17 years and over. .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 yeara . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
1-2 members
All ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . .
3rnernbera or more
All ages 17 years and over. .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years and over....,....,..











































































































































































*r15.7 20.1, 26.6* 24.2, 14.511.8 13.918.7 * 15.429,416.010.811.016.0 23.719.712.912.318,6 20.616.613.912.3 *,4, ?15.610.811.016,9
NOTE: Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalized Population. The survey design, general
qualifications, and information on the reliability Of the estimates are 9iven in aPPendix 1. Definitions of terms are 9iven in aPPendix 11.
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All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26-34yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44yaare. . . . .. m. . . . . . . . . . .
46-64yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
05years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
m
All ages 17yeare and ovar. . . .
17-24yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
66year%andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female
Ail ages 17yeara and over.. . .
17-24yaars. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3544years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46-64yeara. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andovar . . . . . . . . . . . .
Numberinthousands
























































































































NOTES: For official population estimatesfor more general use, see Bureau of the Census reportson the civilian population of the
UnitedStates,in Current Population Reports: Series P-20, P-25, snd P-60.
Dats are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional ized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and
information onthereliability of theestimates are given in appendix l. Definitions oftermsare given in appendix Il.
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Table 27. Population used in obtaining ratesahown in this ~ublication, bv marital status. color, and aae: IJnitadStates. 1971-72-–
All persons Formerly married
17years Married






Population in thousandsAll colors
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24yeers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34yaars. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-84years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years and aver . . . . . . . . . . . .
m
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-54years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
All other
Ail ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-84years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
85yearsandover . . . . . . . . . . . .
























































































































NOTE: Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalized ~ormlation. The survev design. general
qualifications, and information on the reliability of the estimates areiven in appendix l. Definitions ofterms aregiv& inappe;dixll.
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Table 26. Population used in obtaining rates shown in this publication, by marital status, family income, and age:
Family income and age
All income 1
All ages 17yaars and over. . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..m.
65yearsandover . . . . . . . . . . . .
Under$7,000
Allages17yeara Andover . . . .
17-24years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34ye?rs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3544yeam . . . . . . . . . . . ..m . . . .
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ffiyaarsandove r . . . . . . . . . . .
$7,(R)Oandover
Ail ages 17years and over.. . .
17-24yaars. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ZH4years. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..p..
35-44yaars. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..m.
45-64years. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .







































































































































NOTE: Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionalizad population. The suwey desian. aeneral
qualifications, and information onthe reliability of tHeestimatas are~ven inappendix l. De~n~ionso ftermsa regiveni na-~e;dixll.
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Table 29. Population used in obtaining rates shown in this publication, by marital status, family size, and age: United Statea,
1971-72
—,




and over Widowed Separated Divorced
Family size and age
Number in thousandsAll family sizes
All ages 17years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-54 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years and over . . . . . . . . . . . .
1-2 members
All ages 17 years and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-64 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 members or more
All ages 17yeara and over. . . .
17-24 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25-34 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35-44 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-54 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65years andover . . . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































NOTE: Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutionslized population. The survey design, general
qualifications, and information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix 1. Definitions of terms are given in sppe;dix II.
APPENDIX I
TECHNICAL NOTES ON METHODS
Background of This Report
This report is one of a series of statistical
reports prepared by the NationaI Center for
Health Statistics (NCHS). It is based on infor-
mation collected in a continuing nationwide
sample of households in the Health Interview
Survey (HIS).
The Health Interview Survey utilizes a
questionnaire which obtains information on per-
sonal and demographic characteristics, illnesses,
injuries, impairments, chronic conditions, and
other health topics. As data relating to each of
these various broad topics are tabulated and
analyzed, separate reports are issued which cover
one or more of the specific topics. The present
report is based on data colIected in household
interviews during 1971 and 1972.
The population covered by the sample for
the Health Interview Survey is the civilian, non-
institutionalized population of the United States
living at the time of the interview. The sample
does not include members of the Armed Forces
or U.S. nationak living in foreign countries. It
should also be noted that the estimates shown
. do not represent a complete measure of any
given topic during the specified caIendar period
since data are not collected in the interview for
persons who died during the reference period.
For many types of statistics coIlected in the sur-
vey, the reference period covers the 2 weeks
prior to the interview week. For such a short
period, the contribution by decedents to a total
inventory of conditions or “services should be
very small. However, the contribution by de-
cedents during a Iong reference period (e.g., 1
year) might be sizable, especially for older
persons.
Statistical Design of the
Health Interview Survey
General plan.–The sampling plan of the
survey folIows a multistage probability design
which permits a continuous sampling of the
civilian, noninstitutionalized population of the
United States. The sample is designed in such a
way that the sample of households interviewed
each week is representative of the target popula-
tion and that weekly samples are additive over
time. This feature of the design permits both
continuous measurement of characteristics of
samples and more detailed analysis of Iess com-
mon characteristics and smaller categories of
health-related items. The continuous collection
has administrati~~e and operational advantages as
welI as technicaI assets since it permits fieldwork
to be handled with an experienced, stable staff.
The overal] sample was designed so that
tabulations can be provided for each of the four
major geographic regions and for urban and rural
sectors of the United States.
The first stage of the sample design consists
of drawing a sample of 357 primary sampling
units (PSU’S) from approximately 1,900 geo-
graphically defined PSU’S. A PSU consists of a
county, a smalI group of contiguous counties, or
a standard metropolitan statistical area. The
PSU’S collectively cover the 50 States and the
District of Columbia.
With no loss in general understanding, the
remaining stages can be combined and treated in
this discussion as an ultimate stage. Within
PSU’S, then, ultimate stage units called segments
are defined in such a manner that each segment
contains an expected six households. Three gen-
eral types of segments are used.
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Area segments which are defined geographically.
List segments, using 1960 census registers as the
frame.
Permit segments, using updated lists of building
permits issued in sample PSU’S since 1960.
Census address listings were used for all areas of
the country where ,addresses were well defined
and could be used to locate housing units. In
general the list frame included the larger urban
areas of the United States from which about
two-thirds of the HIS sample was selected.
During 1971-1972 the total HIS sample of
approximately 16,000 segments yields a proba-
bility sample of about 267,000 persons in
88,000 interviewed households in a year.
Descriptive material on data collection,.
field procedures, and questionnaire development
in the HIS has been published 6 as well as a de-
tailed description of the sample design7 and a
report on the estimation procedure and the
method used to calculate sampling errors of esti-
mates derived from the survey. S
Collection of data. –Field operations for
the survey are performed by the U.S. Bureau of
the Census under specifications established by
the National Center for Health Statistics. In ac-
cordance with these specifications the Bureau of
the Census participates in survey planning, se-
lects the sampIe, and conducts the field inter-
viewing as an agent of NCHS. The data are
coded, edited, and tabulated by NCHS.
Estimating procedures. –Since the desi~ of
the HIS is a complex multistage probability
sample, it is necessary to use complex pro-
cedures in the deriimtlon of estimates. Four
basic operations are involved:
1.
2.
Inflation by the reciprocal of the probability
of selection. —The probability of selection is
the product of the probabilities of selection
from each step of selection in the design
(PSU, segment, and household).
1~’onres~onse adjustment.—The estimates are
inflated by a multiplication factor which has
as its numerator the number of sample house-
holds in a given segment and as its denomina-
NOTE: The list of references follows the text.
3.
4.
tor the number of households interviewed in
that segment.
First -stage ratio adjustment. —Sampling
theory indicates that the use of auxiliary in-
formation which is highly correlated with the
variables being estimated improves the re-
liability of the estimates. To reduce the vari-
ability between PSU’S within a region, the
estimates are ratio adjusted to the 1960
populations within six color-residence classes.
Poststratification by a.ge-sex-color. –The esti-
mates ar; ratio ad~us;ed within each of 60
age-sex-color cells to an independent estimate
of the population of each cell for the survey
period. These independent estimates are pre-
pared by the Bureau of the Census. Both the
first-stage and poststratified ratio adjust-
ments take the form of multiplication factors
applied #o the weight of each elementary unit
(person, household, condition, and
hospitalization).
The effect of the ratio-estimating process is
to make the sample more closely representative
of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population
by age-, sex, color, and residence, which thereby
reduces sampling variance.
As noted, each week’s sample represents
the population living during that week and char-
acteristics of the population. Consolidation of
samples over a time period, e.g., a calendar
quarter, produces estimates of avemge character-
istics of the U.S. population for the calendar
quarter. Similarly, population data for a year are
averages of the four quarterly figures.
For prevalence statistics, such as number of
persons with speech impairments or number of
persons classified by time interval since last
physician visit, figures are first calculated for
each calendar quarter by averaging estimates for
all weeks of interviewing in the quarter. Prev-
alence data for a year are then obtained by
averaging the four quarterly figures.
For other types of statistics–namely those
measuring the number of occurrences during a
specified time period—such as incidence of acute
conditions, number of disability days, or num-
ber of visits to a doctor or dentist, a similar
computational procedure is used, but the statis-
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tics are interpreted differently. For these items,
the questionnaire asks for the respondent’s ex-
perience over the 2 calendar weeks prior to the
week of interview. In such instances the esti-
mated quarterly total for the statistic is 6.5
times the avemge 2-week estimate produced by
the 13 successive samples taken during the
period. The annual total is the sum of the four
quarters. Thus the experience of persons inter-
viewed dun”ng a year-experience which actually
occurred for each person in a Z-calendar-week
interval prior to week of interview—is treated as
though it measured the total of such experience
duri~lg th c year. Such interpretation leads to no
significant bias.
Explanation of hospital recall. -The survey
questionnaire uses a 12-month-recalI period for
hospitalizations.” Thai is, the respondent is asked
to report hospitidizations which occurred during
the 12 months prior to the week of intervie~v.
Information is also obtained as to the date of
entry into the hospital and duration of stay.
Anidysis of this information, and also the results
of speciid studies, has shown that there is an
increase in underreporting of hospitalizations
with increitse in time interval between the dis-
charge and the interview. Exclusive of the hospi-
tal experience of decedents, the net underreport-
ing with ii 12-month recall is in the neighbor-
hood of 10 percent, but underreporting of dis-
charges within 6 months of the week of inter-
view is estimilted to be less thi~n 5 percent. For
this reason hospital discharge data in this report
are bm.ed on hospital discharges reported to have
occurred within 6 months of the week of inter-
l’iew. Since the interviews fvere c~:cnly distrib-
uted i~~cordil~g to tvcekly probability}, samples
throughout any interviekving year, no seasonal
bias was introduced by doubling the 6-month-
recall data to produce an annual estimate for.
that ~ear of intervie~~’ing. DoubIing the 6-nlonth
data m effect imputes to the entire year preced-
ing the interview the rate of hospitid discharges
actuaIIy observed during the 6 months prior to
interview. However, estimi~tes of the number of
persons ~vith hospit:d epismlcs (ils opposed tc) es-
timates of the number of hospitid discharges) are
based cm 12-month recall data since a person’s
12-month experiences cannot be ob tainecl by
doubling his most recent 6-month cxprricncc.
General Qualifications
iVonresponse. -Data were adjusted for non-
response by a procedure which imputes to per-
sons in a household which was not interviewed
the characteristics of persons in households in
the same segment which were interviewed. The
total noninterview rate, the ratio of the total
noninterviewed eIi@bIe households to the total
eligible households, was 3.9 percent, including a
1.4-percent refusal rate with the remainder pri-
marily due to the failure to find an eIigible re-
spondent at home after repeated caIIs.
The interview process. -–The statistics pre-
sented in this report are based on replies ob-
tained in interviews with persons in the sampIe
households. Each person 19 years of age and
over present at the time~ of interview was inter-
viewed individually. For children and for adults
not present in the home at the time of the inter-
view, the information was obtained from a re-
lated household member such as a spouse or the
mother of a child.
There are limitations to the accuracy of
diagnostic and other information collected in
household interviews. For diagnostic infor-
mation, the househoId respondent can usually
pass on to the interviewer only the information
the physician has given to the famiIy. For condi-
tions not medicaIIy attended, diagnostic infor-
mation is often no more than a description of
symptoms. Ho\vever, other fucts, such M the
number of disability days ca~lsed b>. the condi-
tion, can be obtained more accurateI~’ from
househoId members than from ml; other source
since onIy the pm-sons conccrncd arc in a posi-
tion to report this information.
Roundi)zg of nl[mh(>rs. –The orihfind t~bula-
tions on wkich the data in this report are b~sed
shmv all estimates to the nearest \vhole unit. .\ll
consolidations tvere made from the original
tabulations using the estimates to the nmrest
unit. In the fired published tables, the Plgures m-e
rounded to the nearest thousand, although these
are not necesswil;’ accumte to th:tt det.iil. De-
vised stiltistics such M rates and percent distri-
butions are computed a~ter the estimutes on
~vhich these are based have been rounded to the
neitrest thousand.
Populatz’o}z jgz(r,s. –Sonic of the published
.
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tables include population figures for specified
categories. Except for certain overall totals by
age, sex, and color, which are adjusted to in-
dependent estimates, these figures are based on
the sample of households in the HIS. These are
given primarily to provide denominators for rate
computation, and for this purpose are more ap-
propriate for use with the accompanying meas-
ures of health characteristics than other popula-
tion data that may be available. With the excep-
tion of the overall totals by age, sex, and color
mentioned above, the population figures differ
from figures (which are derived from different
sources) published in reports of the Bureau of
the Census. Official population estimates are
presented in Bureau of the Census reports in
Series P-20, P-25, and P-60.
Reliability of Estimates
Since the statistics presented in this report
are based on a sample, they will differ somewhat
from the figures that would have been obtained
if a complete census had been taken using the
same schedules, instructions, and interviewing
personnel and procedures.
As in any survey, the results are also sub-
ject to reporting and processing errors and errors
due to nonresponse. To the extent possible,
these types of errors were kept to a minimum by
methods built into survey procedures. Although
it is very difficult to measure the extent of bias
in the HeaIth Interview Survey, a number of
studies have been conducted to study this prob-
lem. The results have been published in several
reports. 9-13
The standard error is primarily a measure
of sampling variability, that is, the variations
that might occur by chance because only a
sample of the population is surveyed. As calcu-
lated for this report, the standard error also re-
flects part of the variation which arises in the
measurement process. It does not include esti-
mates of any biases which might be in the data.
The chances are about 68 out of 100 that an
estimate from the sample wouId differ from a
complete census by less than the standard error.
The chances are about 95 out of 100 that the
difference would be less than twice the standard
NOTE: The list of references follows the text.
error and about 99 out of 100 that it would be
less than 2% times as large.
The relative standard error of an estimate is
obtained by dividing the standard error of the
estimate by the estimate itself and is expressed
as a percentage of the estimate. For this report,
asterisks are shown for any cell with more than a
30-percent relative standard error. Inclucled in
this appendix are charts from which the relative
standard errors can be determined for estimates
shown in the report. In order to derive relative
errors which would be applicable to a wide vari-
ety of health statistics and which could be pre-
pared at a moderate cost, a number of approxi-
mations were required. As a result, the charts
provide an estimate of the approximate relative
standard error rather than the precise error for
any specific aggregate or percentage.
Three classes of statistics for the health sur-
vey are identified for purposes of estimating
variances.
Narrow range. –This class consists of (1) sta-
tistics which ‘estimate a population attribute,
e.g.,the number of persons in a particular in-
come group, and (2) statistics for which the
measure for a single individual during the refer-
ence period used in data collection is usually
either O or 1 or on occasion may take on the
value 2 or very rarely 3.
Medium mnge.-This class consists of other sta-
tistics for which the measure for a single indi-
vidual during the reference period used in data
collection will rarely lie outside the range O to 5.
Wide nznge.–This class consists of statistics for
which the measure for a single individual during
the reference period used in data collection can
range from O to a number in excess of 5, e.g.,
the number of days of bed disability.
In addition to classifying variables accord-
ing to whether they are mu-row-, medium-, or
wide-range, statistics in the survey are further
defined as:
Type A. Statistics on prevalence and incidence
for which the period of reference in the
questionnaire is 12 months.
Type B. Incidence-type statistics for which the




Type C. Statistics for which the reference pe-
riod is 6 months.
Only the charts on sampling error appli-
cable to data contained in this report are
presented.
General rules for determining relative samp-
ling errors.-The “guide” on page 50, to-
gether with the following rules, will enable the
reader to determine approximate relative stan-
dard errors from the charts for estimates pre-
sented in this report.
Rule 1. Estimates of aggregates: Approximate
relative standard errors for estimates of
aggregates such as the number of per-
sons with a given characteristic are ob-
tained from appropriate curves on
page 51. The number of persons in
the total U.S. population or in an age-
sex-color class of the total population is
adjusted to official Bureau of the Cen-
sus figures and is not subject to sam-
pling error.
Rule 2. Estimates of percentages in a percent
distribution: Relative standard errors
for percentages in a percent distribution
of a total are obtained from appropriate
curves on page 52. For values which
do not fall on one of the curves pre-
sented in the chart, visuaI interpolation
will provide a satisfactory
approximation.
Rule 3. Estimates of rates where the numerator
is a, subclass of the denominator: This
rule applies for prewdence rates or
where a unit of the numerator occurs,
with few exceptions, only once in the
year for any one unit in the denomi-
nator. For example, in computing the
rate of visual impairments per 1,000
population, the numerator consisting of
persons with the impairment is a sub-
class of the denominator, which in-
cludes all persons in the population.
Such rates if converted to rates per 100
may be treated as though they were per-
centages and the relative standard errors
obtained from the chart P4AN-M. Rates
per 1,000, or gm any other base, must
first be converted to rates per 100; then
the percentage chart will provide the
relative standard error per 100.
Rule 4. Estimates of rates wh;re the numerator
G not a subclass of the denominator:
This rule applies where a unit of the
numerator often occurs more than once
for any one unit in the denominator.
For example, in the computation of the
number of persons injured per 100 cur-
rently employed persons per year, it is
possible that a person in the denomi-
nator could have sustained more than
one of the injuries included in the nu-
merator. Approximate relative standard
errors for rates of this kind may be
computed as follows:
Rule 5.
(a) Where the denominator is the total
U.S. population or includes all per-
sons in one or more of the age-sex-
color groups of the total popu-
lation, the relative error of the rate
is equivalent to the relative error of
the numerator, which can be ob-
tained direcdy from the appro-
priate chart.
(b) In other cases the relative standard
error of the numerator and of the
denominator can be obtained from
the appropriate curve. Square each
of these relative errors, add the re-
sulting values, and extract the
square root of the sum. This pro-
cedure will result in an upper
bound on the standard error and of-
ten will overstate the error.
Estimates of difference between two
statistics (mean, rate, total, etc.): The
standard error of a difference is approx-
imately the square root of the sum of
the squares of each standard error con-
sidered separately. A formula for the
standard error of a difference,
d = Xl – .Y2
‘2 =J X1 J’xl ) 2 + (.12 17X2)2
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where Xl is the estimate for class 1,X2
is the estimate for class 2, and VX1 and
v~z are the relative errors of Xl and
X2 respectively. This formula will
represent the actual standard error quite
accurately for the difference bet we en
separate and uncorrelated character-
istics although it is only a rough approx-
imation in most other cases. The rela-
tive standard error of each estimate
involved in such a difference can be de-
termined by one of the four rules
above, whichever is appropriate.
Guide to Use of Relative Standard Error Charts
The code shown below identifies the ap- (1) A = ag~egate, P = percentage; (2) the num-
propriate curve to be used in estimating the rela- ber of calendar quarters of data collection; (3)
tive standard error of the statistic described. The the type of statistic as described on pages 48 and
four components of each code describe the sta- 49; and (4) the range of the statistic as described
tistic as follows: on page 48.
Statist ic
Number of:
Persons in the U.S. Populationr or total number in any age, sex,
color category .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .. ... . ..... . ... .... . .. .... . ... .... .. .
Persons in any other population group .. .. .. .. . .. ... .. ... .... . ... ... .. .. .... .. .
Restricted activity days .. .... .. .. .... . . .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .... . ... .... . .
Acute conditions ... . ... .. . ... ... ... . .... ... . .... ... . .... ... .... ... .. ... ... . .... ... . .... ..
Persons with limitation of activity . .... .. .. .... ... . .... .. .. ..... .. . .... .. . ..... .
Physician visits .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .. ... ... .. .. ... ... .. .... .. .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .
Persons with hospital episodes ... . . ..... . .. .... .. .. ..... . .. .... .. .. .... . ... .... ..
Rates per 100 persons:
Acute conditions .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. ..... .. . ... ... . ..... .. . ..... .. . .... .. .. .... .. .. ... .. .
Rates per person:
Restricted activity days .... ... ... .. ... . ...... ... ... .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .... . ... ... .. .
Physici: n visits .. .. ...... . .. ..... .. .. .... .. . .... . .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .... .. . ..... . . .
Percent distribution of:
Persons with limitation of activity .. .. .. ..... . .. .. . ... .. .... .. . ..... . .. ..... .. ..
Persons with hospital episodes ... . ... .. ... ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. . .... ... . .... .. .. .
Use:
=












































Relativestandarderrors for aggregatesbased on eight quartersof data collection
for data of all types and ranges
100 1,000 10,000 100,000
Size of estimate (in thousands)
Example of use of chart: An aggregateof 5,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a
Narrow range type A statistic (code:A&AI?) has a relativestandarderror of 1.9 percent,
read from scale at left side of chart, or a standarderror of 95,000 (1.9percent of
5,000,000). For a. Wide range type B statistic (code:A8Bw), an aggregateof 10,000,000
has a relative error of 9,3 percentor a standard~ror of g30,()()0(9.3 ~ercentof
10,000 ,000).
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Relative standard errors for percentages based on eight quarters of data collection
for type A data, Narrow and Medium range
(Base of percentage shown on curves in millions)
Estimated percentage
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Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of chart) baaed on
an estimate of 10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 2.8 percent (readfrom the scale
at the left side of the chart), the point at which the curve for a base ot 10,000,000 in-
tersects the vertical line for 20 percent. ‘J3e standard error in percentage points La
equal to 20 percent X 2.8 percent or 0.56 percentage points.
APPENDIX II
DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS USED IN THIS REPORT
Terms Relating to Conditions
Con dit ion.–A morbidity condition, or
simply a condition, is any entry on the question-
naire which describes a departure from a state of
physical or mental well-being. It results from a
positive response to one of a series of “medical-
disability impact” or “illness-recall” questions.
In the coding and tabulating process conditions
are selected or classified according to a number
of different criteria such as whether they were
medically attended, whether they resulted in dis-
ability, or whether they were acute or chronic;
or according to the type of disease, injury, im-
pairment, or symptom reported. For the pur-
poses of each published report or set of tables,
only those conditions recorded on the question-
naire which satisfy certain stated criteria are
included.
Conditions except impairments are clas-
sified by type according to the Eighth Revision
International Classification of Diseases, Adapted
for Use in the United States,14 with certain
modifications adopted to make the code more
suitable for a household interview survey.
Acute condition.–An acute condition is de-
fined as a condition which has lasted less than 3
months and which has involved either medical
attention or restricted activity. Because of the
procedures used to estimate incidence, the acute
conditions included in this report are the condi-
tions which had their onset during the 2 weeks
prior to the interview week and which involved
either medical attention or restricted activity
during the 2-week period. However, excluded
are the foIIowing conditions which are always
classified as chronic even though the onset oc-
NOTE: The list of references follows the text.








Condition present since birth
Deafness or serious trouble with hearing
Diabetes
Epilepsy








Missing fingers, hand, or arm-toes, foot, or leg
Palsy
Paralysis of any kind
Permanent stiffness or deformity of the foot, leg,
fingers, arm, or back
Prostate trouble
Repeated trouble with back or spine
Rheumatic fever
Serious trouble with seeing, even when wearing
glasses




Thyroid trouble or goiter
Tuberculosis
Tumor, cyst, or growth
Varicose veins, trouble with
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Chronic condition.–A condition is consid-
ered chronic if ( 1) the condition is described by
the respondent as having been first noticed more
than 3 months before the week of the interview
or (2) it is one of the conditions always clas-
sified as chronic regardless of the onset (see list
under the definition of acute condition).
Incidence of conditions.–The incidence of
conditions is the estimated number of condi-
tions having their onset in a specified time pe-
riod. As previously mentioned, minor acute con-
ditions involving neither restricted activity nor
medical attention are excluded from the statis-
tics. The incidence data shown in some reports
are further limited to various subclasses of con-
ditions, such as “incidence of conditions in-
volving bed disability. ”
Onset of condition.–A condition is con-
sidered to have had its onset when it was first
noticed. This could be the time the person first
felt sick or became injured, or it could be the
time when the person or his family was first told
by a physician that he had a condition of which
he was previously unaware.
Medically attended condition. –A condition
with onset in the past 2 weeks is considered
medically attended if a physician has been con-
sulted about it either at its onset or at any time
thereafter. However, when the first medical at-
tention for a condition does not occur until
after the interview, the case is necessarily treated
as though there was no medical attention. Medi-
cal attention includes consultation either in per-
son or by telephone for treatment or advice.
Advice from the physician transmitted to the
patient through the nurse is counted as well as
visits to physicians in clinics or hospitals. If dur-
ing the course of a single visit the physician is
consulted about more than one condition for
each of several patients, each condition of each
patient is counted as medically attended.
Terms Relating to Disability
Disability .–Disability is the general term
used to describe any temporary or long-term re-
duction of a person’s activity as a result of an
acute or chronic condition.
Disability day.–Short-term disability days
are classified according to whether they are days
of restricted activity, bed days, hospital days,
work-loss days, or school-loss days. All hospitaI
days are, by definition, days of bed disability; all
days of bed disability are, by definition, days of
restricted activity. The converse form of these
statements is, of course, not true. Days lost from
work and days lost from school are special terms ‘
which apply to the working and school-age
populations only, but these too are days of re-
stricted activity. Hence “days of restricted activ-
ity “ is the most inclusive term used to describe
disability days.
Restricted-activity day.-A day of re-
stricted activity is one on which a person cuts
down on his usual activities for the whole of
that day because of an illness or an injury. The
term “usual activities” for any day means the
things that the person would ordinarily do on
that day. For children under school age, usual ac-
tivities depend on whatever the usual pattern is
for the child’s day, which will in turn ‘be af-
fected by the age of the child, weather condi-
tions, and so forth. For retired or elderly per-
sons, usual activities might consist of almost no
activity, but cutting down on even a small
amount for as much as a day would constitute
restricted activity. On Sundays or holidays,
usual activities are the things the person usually
does on such days–going to church, playing
golf, visiting friends or relatives, or staying at
home and listening to the radio, reading, Iooklng
at television, and so forth. Persons who have
permanently reduced their usual activities be-
cause of a chronic condition might not report
any restricted-activity days during a 2-week
period. Therefore absence of restricted-activity
days does not imply normal health.
Restricted activity does not imply com-
plete inactivity, but it does imply only the mini-
mum of usual activities. A special nap for an
hour after lunch does not constitute cutting
down on usual activities, nor does the elimina-
tion of a heavy chore such as cleaning ashes out
of the furnace or hanging out the wash. If a
farmer or housewife carries on only the mini-
mum of the day’s chores, however, this is a day
of restricted activity.
A day spent in bed or a day home from
work or school because of illness or injury is, of
course, a restricted-activity day.
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Chronic activity limitation. –Persons are
classified into four’ categories according to the
extent to which their activities are limited at
present as a result of chronic conditions. Since
the usual activities of preschool children,
school-age children, housewives, and workers
and other persons differ, a different set of cri-
teria is used for each group. There is a generzd
similarity between them, however, as will be




Persons unable to carry on major activity for
their group (major activity refers to ability to
work, keep house, or engage in school or pre-
school activities)
Preschool children:
Inability to take part in ordinary play
with other children.
School-age children:
Inability to go to school.
Housewives:
Inability to do any housework.
Workers and all other persons:
Inability to work at a job or business.
Persons limited in amount or kind of major
activity performed (major activity refers to
abdity to work, keep house, or engage in
school or preschool activities)
Preschool children:
Limited in amount or kind of play with
other ~hildren, e.g., need special rest
periods, cannot play strenuous games, or
cannot play for long periods at a time.
School-age children:
Limited to certain types of schools or in
s ch 001 attendance, e.g., need special
schools or special teaching or cannot go to
school full time or for long periods at a
time.
Housewives:
Limited in amount or kind of housework,
e.g., cannot lift children, wash or iron, or
do housework for long periods at a time.
3.
4.
Workers and all other persons:
Limited in amount or kind of work, e.g.,
need special working aids or special rest
periods at work, cannot work full time or
for long periods at a time, or cannot do
strenuous work.
Persons not limited in major activity but
otherwise limited (major activity refers to
ability to work, keep house, or engage in
school or preschool activities)
Preschool children:
Not classified in this category.
School-age chfldren:
Not limited in going to school but limited
in participation in athletics or other extra-
curricular activities.
Housewives:
Not limited in housework but limited in
other activities such as church, clubs,
hobbies, civic projects, or shopping.
Workers and all other persons:
Not limited in regular work activities but
Iimited in other activities such as church,
clubs, hobbies, civic projects, sports, or
games.
Persons tzot limited in activities (includes
persons whose activities are not limited in
any of the ways described above)
Terms Relating to Hospitalization
Hospital.– For this survey a hospital is de-
fined as any institution meeting one of the fol-
lowing criteria: (1) named in the listing of
hospitak in the current Guide Issue of Hospitals,
the Journal of the American Hospital Asso-
ciation, (2) named in the listing of hospitals in
the Directories of the American Osteopathic
Hospital Association, or (3) named in the annual
inventory of non-Federal hospitals submitted by
the States to the Health Care Facilities Service,
Health Services and Mental Health Adminis-
tration, in conjunction with the Hill-Burton
program.
Short-stay hospital.– A short-stay hospitzd
is one in which the type of service provided by
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the hospital is general; maternity; eye, ear, nose,
and throat; chirdren’s; or osteopathic; or it may
be the hospital department of an institution.
Hospital. day.–A hospital day is a day on
which a person is confined to a hospitaI. The
day is counted as a hospital day only if the
patient stays overnight. Thus a patient who
enters the hospital on Monday afternoon and
leaves Wednesday noon is considered to have
had 2 hospital days.
Hospital days during the year. –The num-
ber of hospital days during the year is the total
number for all hospital episodes in the 12-month
period prior to the interview week. For the pur-
poses of this estimate, episodes overlapping the
beginning or end of the 12-month period are
subdivided so that only those days falling within
the period are included.
Hospital episode.–A hospital episode is any
continuous period of stay of 1 night or more in
a hospital as an inpatient except the period of
stay of a well newborn infant. A hospital epi-
sode is recorded for a family member whenever
any part of his hospital stay is included in the
12-month period prior to the interview week.
Hospital discharge. –A hospital discharge is
the completion of any continuous period of stay
of 1 or more nights in a hospital as an inpatient
except the period of stay of a well newborn in-
fant. A hospital discharge is recorded whenever a
present member of the household is reported to
have been discharged from a hospital in the
12-month period prior to the interview week.
(Estimates were based on discharges which oc-
curred during the 6-month period prior to the
interview. )
Length of hospital stay,–The length of
hospital stay is the duration in days, exclusive of
the. day of discharge, of a hospital discharge.
(See definition of “hospital discharge.”)
Average length of stay.–The average length
of stay per discharged patient is computed by
dividing the total number of hospital days for a
specified group by the total number of dis-
charges for the same group.
Terms Relating to Physician Visits
Physician visit. –A physician visit is defined
as consultation with a physician, in person or by
telephone, for examination, diagnosis, treat-
ment, or advice. The visit is considered to be a
physician visit if the service is provided d’irectly
by the physician or by a nurse or other person
acting under a physician’s supervision. For the
purpose of this definition “physician” includes
doctors of medicine and osteopathic physicians.
The term “doctor” is used in the interview
rather than “physician” because of popular
usage. However, the concept toward which all
ins t ructions are directed is that which is
described here.
Physician visits for services provided on a
mass basis are not included in the tabulations. A
service received on a mass basis is defined as any
service involving only a single test (e.g., test for
diabetes) or a single procedure (e.g., smallpox
vaccination) when this single service was i~dmin-
istered identically to all persons who were at the
place for, this purpose. Hence obtaining a chest
X-ray in a tuberculosis chest X-ray trailer is not
included as a ph-jkician visit. However, a special
chest X-my given in a physician’s office or in an
outpatient clinic is considered a physician visit.
Physician visits to hospital inpatients are
not included.
If a physician is called to a house to see
more than one person, the call is considered a
separate physician visit for each person about
who+m the physician was consulted.
A physician visit is associated with the per-
son about whom the advice was sought, even if
that person did not actually see or consult the
physician. For example, if a mother consults a
physician about one of her children, the physi-
cian visit is ascribed to the child.
Family and Related Terms
The definitions of families and unrelated
individuals (fiamily units) are the same as those
used in the 1960 census.
Family refers to a group of two persons or
more related by blood, marriage, or adoption
who are living together in the same household.
Although the usual household contains only the
primary family, a household can contain second-
ary families as well as individuals unrelated to
the family. A Iodger and his family who are not
related to the head of the household or a resi-
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dent employee and his wife living in are con-
sidered a secondary famiIy and not part of the
primary Family. However, if the son of the head
of the household and the son’s wife and children
are members of the household, this subfamily is
treated as part of the primary family.
Demographic Terms
Age. --.The age recorded for each person is
the age at Iast birthday. Age is recorded in single
years and grouped in a variety of distributions
dependkg on the purpose of the table.
Color. - The population is divided into two
color groups, “white” and “all other. ” “All
other” includes Negro, American Indian, Chi-
nese, Japanese, and any other race. Mexican per-
sons are included with “white” unless definitely
known to be Indian or of another race.
lncoi-ne of family or of unrelated
individuals. —Each member of a family is classi-
fied according to the total income of the family
of which he is a member. Within the household
all persons related to each other by blood, mar-
riage, or adoption constitute a famfly. UnreIated
individuals are classified according to their own
income.
The income recorded is the total of all in-
come received by members of the family (or by
an unrelated individual) in the 12-month period
preceding the week of interiiew. Income from
all sources is included, e.g., wages, salaries, rents
from property, pensions, and heIp from rela-
tives.
Marz.tal status. –Marital status is recorded
only for persons 17 years of age or older. The
marital status categories in this report are as
follows:
Under 17 includes aII persons aged O-16 regard-
less of their marital status.
Married includes all married persons not sepa-
rated from their spouses. Persons with common-
Iaw marriage are considered as married.
Never married includes persons who were never
married and persons whose onIy marriage was
annulIed.
Separated incIudes married persons who have a
legal sepamtion or who have parted because of
other reasons. This does not include persons sep-
arated from their spouses because of the circum-
stances of their employment or service in the
Armed Forces; these persons are considered
married.
11’idowed and divorced include, respectively, aI1





QUESTIONNAIRE AND FLASH CARDS
O.M.B. No, 68-R16W Approval Expires March 31, ~
KJTICE - All information which would Pmrnlt Identification of the I.dlvl dual will be held In strict confidence, will be used only by
person. engaged In and for the purposes of the survey, and wII I not be disclosed or released to others for any purposes.
~:~~:,~Is.I (i972) 1. Psu 2a. Segment 2b. Segment 3. seridr 4. Sample 5. mi:r 6. I.D. 7.
US, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
number type code
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS AREA
ACTING AS COLLECTING AGENT .0!+ THE
U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE B P B-
U.S. HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY LSP
Book _ of _BooIcs
8. Street address (House No., Street, Apt. No., or other identification) ~ U&g 9. Year built - If “’Ask” box is “X”d, complete
I this item before starting the interview
---------------------------------------------- Sheet ❑ AskT I’J Do not ask
I No. _ ------------------------------------------------
-1 When was this structure originally built?
ate !ZIP code ! Line ❑ Before 4-1-60 a After 4-i-60 (Go to Q. 13c, complete
(Continue interview) if required and end interview
~:y--------------------~$----------------
I i i No. _
I 1 I






Description of sample unit
~~~t~-------~~~e~.~~~e---- (Room No., Bed No., etc.)
~Sample unit number Type cot
1
!
12. Type of living quarters_ I ❑ Housing unit 2 ❑ Other unit
13. Ask:
n a. Are there ony occupied or vacant living qumtmrs besides your own in this building?
Y (fill Table X) N
------------------------------------------------------------------
❑ b. Are there any occupied or vacant living quarters b-sides your own on this floor?
Y (fill Table X) N------------------------------------------------------------------
❑ c. IS there any other building O. this property for P*oPle to live in - either occupied or vacant?
Y (fill Table X) N
------------------------------------------------------------------
•~. None ~item L]
ITEM L ! 2 ❑ Rural (~41 I ❑ All other (Q. 1)
14. Do you own or rent this place? ❑ Own Ig Rent ❑ Rent free
15.. How many acres of land are included? t=l OormOre 2 ❑ Less than
acres (b) IO acres (c)
b. During the past 12 months did sales of crops, livestock, and
other farm products from the place amount to $50 or more? 2 Y (Q. 1) # N (Q. 1)
c. During the past 12 months did sales of crops, livestock, and
other form products from the place amount to $250 or more? s Y 5N
16. What is the telephone number here?
z ❑ None
17. Was this interview observed?
lY 2N





TYPE A TYPE B TYPE.C
I ❑ Refusal (Describe in a footnote) t ❑ Vacant - nonseasonal I ❑ Demolished
z ❑ NO one at home - repeated caIIs 2 ❑ Vacant - seasonal 2 n In sample by mistake
s n Temporari Iy absent 3 n UsUa[ residence elsewhere a n Eliminated in sub-sample
4 ❑ Other (Specify)
7
4 ❑ Armed Forces 4 ❑ Built after April 1, 1%0
s ❑ Other (Specify)
7
5 a Other (Specify)
7
20.Record of calls




----------- --- ----------- --- ----------- --- ---—------ . ---- ----------
time
.
--------- .------_--- --- ----------- --- ___________ --- ----------- ____ _________ . --- ___
Ending
time
la. What is the nom. of the head of this household? - Enter name in first column.





c, I have list-d (Read names). Is ther* anyone ●I se staying hare now, such as fritnds, relotivos, or roomers? ❑ ❑ 2N
d. Have I misssd anymt. who USUALLY lives htrs M is now nway from home? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑ 1 01
w Do mtyof thepeoplt in this household havea hem. cnywh.re .Is*? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑ Last name
If any adult males listed, ask: *APPIY household membership rules.
f. Arc any of tho p.rsins in this houschc.ld now on till-time
activo duty with the Acm*d Forces of the Unitd Stats? . . . . . . . . . . . . Y_ Cc.l( s). (Delete) N
2. ffOW is -- ,.[ated to -- (Head Of ho”sehOl d)? 2. Relationship AGE
3. How old was --on his last birthdoy? - Enter Age and circle Race and %x. 3. HEAD
1. Record the number of Doctor Visits and Hospitalizations. DOCTOR I HOSP.
c
wk.. 12 mos.
—(NPj ~ } (NP) l_(NP












If 17 years old or over, ask:
0 U Un&r 173 ❑ Nev. mwrie
1 ~ Married 4 n Divorced
4. is -- now married, widowed, divorcsd, separated, or never married? - Mark one box for each person. 4. 2 c1 Wtdow6d 5 @ Separated
This surve is being .mnductcd to collect information on the Nation’s hmlth. I will ask abaut visits to
J’-doctors an dsnt,sts, illnasz in tho family, and ether h*alth related items. (HAND CALENDAR)
The next ftw questions refer to tha past 2 weeks, the 2 waeks outlined in rcd on that cal-dar,
beginning Monday, (date) , and snding this past Sunday, (date) . Y (5b}
h. During those 2 weeks, did -- stay in bed because of any illness or inju~? 5.. 00 N
}
If a2a
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . . -- 17+ (6)
b. During that 2.weak period, how mmsy days did -- stay in bed all or most of the day?
6-16 (7)
b. — Day’s Under 6 (9)
L Duririg those 2 w~sks, how many days did illntss
WL dsys (8)
or in@y keep -- from work? (For females):
6. —
not counting work around tfm huusc. .30❑ None (9J
— SL days
r. During those 2 weeks, how many days did illnass or in@y kaap -- from school? 7. 00 ❑ None (9J
If ‘-N”’ in Q. 5a, go to Q. 9.
J ::orjol 1.
1. On how many of these -- days fost from ,
— Days
J








Were there any (other) days during the past 2 weeks that -- cut down on the things

















If I or more days in Q’s. 5–9, ask 10; otherwise so to next person. II
{
stay in bed
100. What condition caused -- to miss work
}
during the past 2 weeks?
H
1 O(L
















------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . ---- -------------------
Enter condl?ions {. Item C
c. What condition? c. Remk 10b
Ila. During tho past 2 weeks did anyono in tbs family that is you,
your --, ●te. !Iovo any (other) occidcnts or in@ios? Y (Ilbandc) N (12)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . ---- . -------------- ..---,
b. Who was this? - Mark “Accident or injury” box In person’s column.
t-l
llb. ❑ Acclde.t or injury
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- -------------------
Injure
c. What was tlw iniury?
1-l
c. ------ _--------- _-,
__ A---------------------------------------------------------------------------- --
d. Did anyono have any othor accidmts or in[uries during that ptriod? Y (Ilbandc) N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . ---- ---------- ----------
For each person with “Accident or in jury,” ask Y (Enter /n\.,y /. Item C)
●. As a result of tho occident, did -- s-e o doctor or did hc cut down on tfw things hc usually does? . . N
120. During the post 2 weeks, did anyorw in the family,
(th@ is you, your --, ●tc.) go to a dentist? Y (12b and C) N (13)
H
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- --------------- ----
b. Who was this? - Mark “Dental visit,” box In person’s tolumn.------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. During the past 2 wmeks, did anyone ●lse in the family go to a dsntist? Y (Reask 12b and c) N------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If ‘“Dental visit,” ask
d. During the past 2 weeks, how many times did -- go to a d*ntist?
Do not ask for children I yr. old and under.
130. During the past 12 months, (that is, since= o year ago,) about how many visits did -- make to a dentist?
(Include the -- visits you already told m. about.)
-------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- -
b. ABOUT how long has it baen since -- last went to a dentist?
FOOTNOTES
12b: ❑ Daatal visit
1
--- -------------------





I I_J 2-week dental VI SIC
------------------ .
b. 2 ❑ ~’;;, weeks not reported
-L_
3 ❑ 2 weeks-6 months
4 ❑ Over 6-12 months
5 ❑ I year
6 ❑ 2-4 years
7 ❑ 5+ years
8 ❑ Never
40
14. During the past 2 woaks (the 2 weeks outlined in rcd en that calandar) how mony
NIIIC’ dld -- so. a medical doctor? I14. ❑ None }— N.mLwrcIf .hks ‘Np)
(Bdd*s those visits) Y (15b and c)
15a. Durimg that 2.week pcrlod did anyone in tha fmnily go to a doctor’s offic* or
clfiic for shots, X-rays, tasts, or ●xaminaf ions? N (16)
[ L-------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------- -- -—. _- —-------- 1





If ““Doctor visib”’ aslc
d. How may tim.s did --visit tfw doctor during thmtpwiod? . d,
160. Dur~ng~@ period, didanyone inthefamily g*fanymdicaI advic*fmm Y (16b wd C)
a doctor over th i&phone? N (17)
-------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------- ---
b. WhCIwas the phcmo call about? - Mark “’Phone call’” box in person’s coiumn. 16b,------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---
Y (16b and c)
c. AtIy cal Is about anycmc ●I so? N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---
If “’Phone call, “ ask
d. How many tdaphonc cal Is wwc mode to got medical odvlco about --? d.
Fill itaI G (~R). fma ~’S 14-16 f= *I ?OmMIS.
. . ..hkfl 17s*adIp4carM wt@I vfslwln DOC1’ORbo)G
:+- ,
!.














.-_ ——— —------- 1





--------- ------ -- -4







Entu c.nditbn J“ item C
ond osk 17d I-------------------- i
-_--+ ----- -- Y (17.) - N (NP) ---& During thaf perfod, did -- See or talk to a doctor abouf any other conditien?
1[
d.




f. What was the matter? - Anyffting ●lso? f. Enw, .xmditfm h Jf.m C (NP)
lth. During the past 12 months, (thai is SIII.X date a year ago), about how many times did -- ssa or tolk to a
%$. apaticm+ ina hospi+d.)
Isa. 000 ❑ C!lIy M- in hospital
modieal doctor? (Do not count doctors seen 000 ❑ NorIe




b. ABOUT how long has it bs.n sinco -- LAST saw or talk.d to a medical doctor? b. 1❑ l.vmek dwtu V] Sit
. -------------------
2 ❑ P*st 2 vm9ka not
rwted (0. ‘S i4 and 17)
3 I-J 2 *S.-6 mox.




6 I-J 2-4 yaus












Which one of these statements fit, -- best in terms of health? (Circle appropriate number) M. 5------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If respondent does not understand or is unable to read the card, ask questions 19–23 for each person. 6 (NP)
—
9. in terms of health must -- stay IN BED all or most of the time? 19: I Y (24.s) N
—
O. In terms of healfh must -- stay IN THE HOUSE all or most of the time? 20. 2 Y (240) N
—
1.Does -- need the help of ANOTHER PERSON in getting around inside or outside the heuse? 21. 3 Y (24.) N
—
Z. DOeS -- need the help of some SpECi AL AID, such as a cone er wheelchair i“ getting around
inside or outside the house?
22.
4 Y (24a) N
3. Although -- does not need the help of another person or o speciol aid, does he have ttouble
—
23.
getting around freely? s Y (24.) 6 N (NP)
Ask for each person with a limitation reported in item M or in questions 19-23:
—
{
(1) had to stay in bed because of health?
I
000 ❑ Less thkn I monb
40. About how long has --
(2) had to stay in the house because of health?
(3-4) needed help getting around inside or outside the house?
2&. I —Mos. 2 —.Yrs.
(5) had trouble getting around freely?
_______________________________________________________________________________ ---- --------------------
b. What (other) condition causes this? b. Enter co;.d~aonk1; i rem C
If ‘“old ag~” only, ask: Is this caused by any specific condition? ❑ Old age only (NP)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------
c. Is this caused by any other condition? _c, y L’:%) __:_____-------------------------------------------------- _____________________________
Mark box or ask: ❑ Only I condition
d. Which of these conditions would you say is the MAIN cause of his Iimifation? d.














25a. What WOS -- doing most of the past 12 months - (For males): working or doing something ●Iso? 25.
If “something else,” ask: (For females): keeping house, working, or doing &
t ❑ Working (30.)
* b. What was -- doing? something el SC? 26.
2 ❑ Kaeping house (30b)
If 45+ years and was not “working,” “keeping house, ” or “going to school,” ask 3 ❑ Retired, health f29)
c. Is -- retired?
d. If “’retired, ”
● ❑ Retired. O*=r (NJ
ask: Did he retire b.ccws. of his h.alth?
---_.--- ------------------------------------------------------------------------- s ❑ GOmz M school (32)
Ages
26a. What was -- doing most of the past 12 months - going to school or doing something ●lse? 6 ❑ !7+ SOmMhi.C eke (~)
6-16 If ““something else,” ask
b. What was -- doing?
7 ❑ 6-16 somsthlnz else (31
-------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------- - --- -------------------
Ages
under 6
0 ❑ I -5 years (27)
o ❑ Under I (28J
7a. Is -- nblo to take part at all in ordinary ploy with othw childrm? 27..
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- -_ ___ ____________________
Y I N (34)
b. Is hc Iimitcd in the kind of play he con do becaust of his health? b. 2 M (34)
------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------- --- --------------------
N
c. Is he Iimitcd in the amount of play bocausc of his henlth? c. 2 Y (34) N (33)
8a. Is -- limited in any way b-cause of his health?--- --- 28a._- IYst4(NPJ
b. In what way is h- Iimit*d? b. (34)
9a. DO*S -- health now keep him from working?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- % --lL_V!-----_-!--_-
b. IS he limited in the kind of work he could do because of his bealtb? b.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- --------------------
2 Y (34) N
c. Is be Iimittd in the amount of work he could do because of his health? 2 Y (34)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- _-c: --------------------
N
d. Is he limited in the kind or amount of other activities be.ausr of his healfh? d. 3 Y (34) N (33)
Oa. Does -- NOW have a iob?-------- _____________ - ------ _- Y (30c) N30..
b. In tmnts of hdth, is -- NOW able to (work - keep house) at all? b.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- --------------------
Y I N (34)
c. Is he limit-d in the kind of (work - housework) he con do because of his health? 2 Y (34
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ._=: --------------------
N
d. It he Iimitod in the amount of (work - housework) he can do because of h[s balth? d. 2 Y (34}
--------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- --- --------------------
N
● . Is he Iimit.d in the kind or amount of other octiv! ties becausr of his hcoltk? . . 3 Y (341 N (33)
1. In term of health would -- b- ablt to go to school? 31. Y 1 N (34)
20. Dots (would) -- hove to go to a certain typ~ of s.bool bo.ause of his haltb? 32.. 2 Y (34)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- --------------------
N
b. Is he (would he b-) limit-d in school attendance bocausc of his hmlth? b. 2 Y (34)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- --------------------
N
c. Is he limited in the kind or amount of other activities because of his health? c. 3 Y (34J N (33)
3c. Is -- Iimitad in ANY WAY becousc of a disability or haalth? 330. 4 “Y
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- --------------------
s N (NP)
b. In what way is he Iimitad? Record limitation, not condition. b.
I
been limited in --
4a. About how long has ho been unable t. --
I
000 ❑ Less than I month
34..
had to go to o cwtain type of school? 1— Mol.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- -------------------
2—Yr*.
b. What (othw) condition causes this limitation? b. E.{., mddt:,; : , rem C
If “old age” only, ask: Is this limitation coused by any spccifie condition? ❑ Old W. O“IY (NPJ
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- -------------------
c, IS this limitation coused by any othar condition? y LR::X, N
------------- ---------- -------------------------------------------------------- .-’: . -------------------
Mark box or ask:
❑ Only I condmion
d. Which of these conditions would you say is tfm MAIN cause of his Iimitotion? d. Enter ma~n condlcdon
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)50. Was -- a patient in a hospital at any time since (date) o year ago?
11
350. Y N (1tern C)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- --------------- .,---
b. How many times was -- in a hospital since (date) a year ago? b. _ Times (1tern C)
Ida. Was anyone in the family in a nursing home, convalescent homa, or
.
Y
similar place since , (date) a year ago? N (37)
--------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- ---- .---- —=-------------
b. Who was this? - Circle ““Y’” in person’s Colu~. 36b.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---
For each “’Y” circled, ask
c. During that period, how many times was -- in a nursing home or similar place? c.
For each child I year old or under. ask: I
-i
----------- _________
_ Times ([tern C)
Momh ; Day ; YeaiT-
1
17a. When was -- born? If on or after the hospital reference date, ask 37b.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- kl------------------
b. Was -- born in o hospital? b.
If “’Yes” and no hospitalizations entered in his and[or mother’s column, enter ‘“l” in 35b and item C. Y N (NP)
If “’Yes” and a hospitalization is entered for the mother and/or baby, ask 37c for each.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. Is this hospitalization included in the number you gave me for -- ?
--- ---------------------
c.





38a. Has anyone in the family (you, your --, etc.) EVER had -
] A. Rheumatic fever? I
If “Yes,” ask b and c. B. Rheumatic heart disease?
1 -
b. Who wos this? Enter name of condition and Ietter of Ii ne where C. Hardening of the arteries or arteriosclerosis?
reported in appropriate person’s column(s) in item C. I
—
D. Congenital h-art di sense?
c. Has anyone else ●vw had . . .?
—
E. Coronary heart di sms~?
! F. Hiah blood wess.r.? I
G. Strokq or a cerebrovascular Gccid*nt?
I
—




Il. Mya.xrdial ittfare+ion? I
K. Any other h-art attack?
—
64
i%. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did anyone in the family (you, your --, etc.) have - L. Damaged heart valves?
If “Yes,” ask b and c M. Tachycardia or rapid heart?
b. Who was this? Enter name of condition and letter of line where N. Heart murmur?
reponed in appropriate person’s column(s) in item C.
D. Any other heart trouble?
c. During the past 12 months did anyone else have . . .?
P. Aneurysm
Q. Ally blood clots?
R. Gangrene?
S. Varicose veins?
T. Hemorrhoids or piles?
U. PhIebitis or thrombophlebitis?
V. Any other condition affecting blood circulation?
~-
Q. Compared to other p-rsons his age, would you soy that --’s hwdth is exccIIcnt, good, fair, or poor? 40. 1E2G3F4P
R
For persons 17 years old or over, show who responded for (or was present during the asking of) Q.’s 5-40. I ❑ Responded for self -e”cirely
If persons responded for self, show whether entirely or partly. For persons under 17 show who responded z ❑ R=spo.d=d for self-partly
Q.’. 5-40 for them. Person_ was msp.mdent
.
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4. During the past 2 weeks, did his . . . cause him
CONDITION 1 to cut down on the things he usually does? IY 2 N (9)
Person number Name of condition 5. During thqt p=riod, how mgny days did he cut _ Days
down for as much as a day? DO ❑ None(9)
When did -- last see or talk to a doctor about his . . .?
6. ~;~ring that 2-week period, how many da s did
I D In interview
— Days
I ❑ Past 2 wks. (Item C) 5 ❑ 2-4 yrs. 1keep him in bed all or most of t e day?
week (Reask 2) z D 2 wks. – 6 rnos. (Item C)
. . .
S n 5+ yrs.
00 ❑ None
3 ❑ Over 6–12 mos. (Item C) 7 ❑ N ever Ask if 17+ years:
4alyr. 7. Hew many days did his . . . keep him from work
during thmt Z-week period? (For females): not
Examine “Name of condition” ent~ and mark
_Days (9)
cmmti”g work around the house?
Al
00 u None (9)
u Accident or lnlury (4) u On Card C (4) u Neither (3u) Ask if 6–16 years:
If “Doctor not talked to,” record adequate descnpticm of condition. 8. How many days did his . . . keep him from _ Days
If “Doctor talked to, ” ask: school during that 2.week period? 00 ❑ None
o. What did the doctor say it was? - Did he give it o medical name? 9. When did -- first notice his . . .?
I ❑ Last week 4 ❑ 2 weeks -3 months
__________________________________________________ 2 ❑ Week before s ❑ Over 3-12 months
Do not ask for Cancer 3 ❑ past 2 weeks - DK which 6 ❑ More than 12 months ago
b. What wos th= couse of . . .? (Was it during the post 12 months or before that time?)
u Accident or ,njury (4] (Was it during the past 3 months or before that time?)
-------------------------------------------- ------
If the entry In 3a or 3b includes the words.
(Was it during the past 2 weeks or before that time?)
Allrmnt cyst G rwth Twnor
}
❑ Not an eye c.nd. (AA) ❑ First eye cond. (6+ yrs.) ([O)
Asthma Defect Measles ulcer Ask c:
A2 ❑ First eye condition
At@.k Disease Rupture (under 6) (AA)
❑ Not first eye cond, (AA)
Condition Disorder Troublo 10. Con -- see well enough to read ordinary newspaper
c. What kind of . . . is it? print with glasses with his left
II
eye? . . . ..j Y 2N
right lY 2N
--------------------------------------------------
. . . . . . . . .
For allergy or stroke, ask: Continue for conditions listed or reported in Probe questions 38 or 39;
d. How does the allergy (stroke) affect him? AA otherwise, go toA3. For missing exuem!ties or organs, go to A3.
❑ Doctor seen (/2) ❑ Doctor not seen(11)
11. During the past 12 months what did -- do or take for his . . .? (Wr,te in)
___________________________________________________
For an impairment or any of the following entr!es:
Anything el se? (18)
Abscess Dmn.ge Paralysis
1
12. After -- first noticed something was wrong, obout how long wos it
Ah. (except headache) G rowh R.ptu,e before he talked *O n doctor about it?
Bleeding Hemorrhage sore
Blood .1.! l“{..? 10” S.xm. ss
(Probe: Was it a matter of days, weeks, or months?)
Boil In flmmml.n Tumor Ask e:
cm.., Neuralgia
00 Discovered by doctor (14a) a _ Months
Ulcer




e. What part of the body is affected?
13. BEFORE -- tolked to a doctor nbout his . . ., did he do or take
anything for it?
lY 2N
Show the fol lowing detai I: 14.. Does -- NOW take any medicine or treatment for his . . .?
Heed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . skull, scalp, foce lY
Back/spine/vertebra . . . upper, middle, lower
2 N (/5)
-------------------------------------------- ------
Earoreye . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..one.r both
b. Was any of this medicine or treatment recommended by a doctor?
Arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . c.neorboth; shoulder, .pper,
IY 2N
elbow, lower, wrist, hand 15. Hos he ever had surgety for this condition?
Leg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . oneorboth; hip, .pper, knee,
IY ZN
lower, ankle, foot 16. Wns he ever hospitalized for this condition? lY 2N
Condition pa~ontinued
7. During the past 12 monthk, afmut how many timct has -- z-en or
talked to a doctor shout his . . .?
(Do not count visits while a patient in a hospital.)
_ Times 000 ❑ None
8. About how many days during th. ast 12 months has this condition k.pt
J’him in hod all or most of tfm day.
— DaYs 000 ❑ None
90. How oft.n dots his . . . bofh.r him - all of the time, oftmt, once in a
while, or nwwr?
! ❑ All the time 2 I_J Often s ❑ Once in awhile
o ❑ Never (/9c) 4 ❑ Other (Specify)
------------------------------------------------
b. Whn it doss botfwr him. is he botherad o arcat d*al. some. or V*W little?--
! D Great deal -2 ❑ Some s ❑ Very little “ ‘
4 ❑ Other (Specify)------------------------------------------------
❑ All the time in 19a (A3)
c. Doss -- still havo this condition?
I Y (A3) N------------------------------------------------
d. Is this condition completely curd or is it under control?
2 ❑ Cured s ❑ Under conmol (A3)
4 ❑ Other (Specify) (1
------------------------------------------------
● . About how long did -- have this condition bafore it was cured?
o D Less thrm one month —Months —Years------------ -------------------------------------
f. Was this condition prasant at any time during the past 12 months?
IY ZN
A3 n Accident or injury ❑ Other (NC)
lo. Oid tha occident happen during the past 2 ya.ars or before that time?
❑ During the past 2 years (20b) i_J Before 2 years (2/.)
------------------------------------------------
b. When did th* accidmtt happen?
❑ Last week n Over 3-12 months
Cl Week before n 1-2 YW5
l----------------+ -------------------------------
I
If accident happened more than 3 months ago, ask:
b. What Datt of the body is affocttd now?
How ;S his -- afft&d? Is h* dfcctod in any othar way?
Pm(s) of body I Present .ffeccs
I J-----------------------------------------.
22. Wher. did the accidant happen?
I m At home (inside house)
z ❑ At home (adjacent premises)
3 ❑ Street and highw~ (includes roadway and public sidewalk)
4 ❑ Farm
s Cl Industrial place (includes premises)
s El SchOOl (includes premises)
7 ❑ place of recreation and sports, except at school
8 a Other (Specify] 7
23. Was -- at work at his iob or business when the accident happened?
IY s a Whrle in Armed Services
2N ~ m Under 17 at time of accident
24a. Was a car, truck, bus, or other motor vehicle
involved in the accident in any way? lY 2N(2----- -------------- : - _; _______________________:
b. Was rtmra than onc vehicle involved? Y N
------------------------------------------------
c. Was it (either one) moving at tht time? tY 2N
25a. Was -- outsid* the vehicle, getting in .x out of it, a pass.nger
or was -- the driver?
I u Outside (b) 3 D Passenger (c)
z ❑ Getting in or out (c) b ❑ Driver [c)
------------------------------------------------
b. What kf”d(s) of motor vehicle was involved?
I ❑ Car (26) 2 n Taxi (26) s n BUS (26)
4 ❑ Truck (26) 50 Motorcycle (26) 6 n Other (sPeCifY)
(2(------------------------------------------------
c. What kind of motor vahiclc was -- in (gttting in or out c.f)?
t ❑ Car 2 u Taxi 3 u Bus
● ❑ Tmck s ❑ Motorqcle 6 ❑ Other (Specify)
26. How did the accidant happen?
For motor vehicle accident, refer to Card Y and circle
number for answer given.
If “’Outside” -
I 2 3* (Specify)
If “Inside” or “Getting
in or out of’ -
4 5 6 7* (Specify object)
8 ❑ Accident on roadway
❑ Accident not on roadway
\ (Specify how,
For nonmotor vehicle accident, refer to Card Z and circle
number for answer given.




2-WEEKS DOCTOR VISITS PAGE 1. Psrson number Person number
Earlier, you told me that -- had s*en or talked to a
doctor during the past 2 weeks.
{
7777 ❑ Last week
OR
{
7777 ❑ Last week
OR ,
.s8.M ❑ Week before
II. On what (other) dates during that 2-week period did --
88!8 ❑ Week befon
2a.
visit or talk to a doctor?
—. ——
___ Month Oate Month Date----------------------------------------- ------------------------------ -----------------------------
b. Were there any other doctor vi sits for him during b.
that period?
Y (Reask 2. and b) Y (Rea.k 2. and b)
N (Ask 3-7 fan each v/s/tJ N ,(Ask 3-7 for each ./s/t)
Where did he see the doctor on tha (date) ,ata 3. XO ❑ While inPatlent 1“ hospital (STOP) xo I_J While inpatient in ho.pital (S70?)
clinic, hospital, doctor’s office, or some other place? 01 ❑ Doctor’s office (;ro.p practice or 01 ❑ D.ccor’s office (group practice or
doctor,. cli”lc)
If Hospital: Was it the outpatient clinic
doctor’ s,cllnic)
or the emergency room? I o ❑ Telephone 10 n Telephone
20 ❑ Hospital Outpatient Cllnlc
If Clinic Was it a hospital outpatient
20 ❑ Hospital Outpatient Cli”lc
30 ❑ Home
clinic, a company clinic, or some Oth*r
90 ❑ Home
kind of clinic? 40 ❑ HosplIal Etnerzency Room 40 ❑ Hospital Emerze”cy Room
so = Cornpa”y or Industry Clinic so ❑ Company or Industry Clinic
60 ❑ other (Spacif+ 60 ❑ Other (Specify) ~
Is the doctor o general practitioner or a specialist? 4. o! n General practitimer 01 n General practitioner
❑ specialist - n Specialist
What kind of spmciallst is h.?= What kind of spociallst [S h.?~
a. Was thit visit for em*rg*ncy care? Sa. lY 2N lY ZN
---------------------------------------- ---- ------------------------------ - ----------------------------
b. Was this visit for surgery or pra or postsurgical care? b. ,Y 2N lY ZN
a. Why did he visit (call) the doctor on (date) ? 6a.
Write in reason
---------------------------------------- ---- ------------------------------ ------------------------ ------
Mark appropriate box(es)
I ❑ Dlas. or treatment (6H I ❑ Diaz. m treatment (6.)
3 ❑ General checkup (6b) a ❑ General checkup (6b)
2 ❑ Pre or Pc.st”atal care
I
2 n Pm or Postnatal care




5 ❑ Immunization s ❑ Immunlzatlon
6 ❑ Ocher 6 ❑ Other
---------------------------------------- --- -- ----------------------------- ---------- ------------------
Y (Enter cond!tlon 1. 6a N (7) Y (Enter cmditlm 1“ 6a N (7)
b. Was this for any specific condition? b.
o“d change to “Oro9. and cha”ga to “0/ag.
or treotme”t-) or treatment”)
---------------------------------------- ---- - _____________________________ ----------------------------
Ms.rk box or ask a C.nd!tion reported in 6a ❑ Condition reported i“ 6a
c. For what condition did -- visit the doctor on (date) ? c.
Pleos* look of this card (Show Card H). I 23456789 123456789
‘a. Which of those sources did or will pay any of
I o (SPEC647 IO (.SpecJfy)~
7a.
tlm doctor’s bill for this visit on (date) ?
---------------------------------------- --- - ----------------------- ------ ------------------------------
b. Oid ar wiff any othor sour. - pay any of tfm doctor’s b.
bill for this visit? lY 2 N (Next OW lY 2 N (Next DV)
---------------------------------------- --- --------------- ~_______ ------ ------------------------------
c. Which SOUICO? c. Circle oddltfonol sources in 7a Circle oddithmal sources Jn 7a
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12-MONTHS DOCTOR VISITS PAGE
❑ Z-week D.V. (NP)
1. ❑ No 12-month D.V. (NP)
Earlier, you told me that -- had se-n or talkad to a doctor during tht post 12 months.
in what month during th* past 12 months did -- Iastvisit ortalktoadoctnr?
~
2, w Year
Wftorc did he Iazt SU* the doctor in (mcnth) , at a
c1inic, hospital, doctor’s office, or sore* other placr?
3. xO ❑ ~h~$,$~i~t } ~STOF
If Hospital: Was if the outpatient clinic
01 ❑ Doctor’s office
(xroup practice or
or the emerg*ncy room? Doctor’s Clinic)
If Clinic Was it a hospital outpatient
10 ❑ Telephone
clinic, a company clinic, or sore* other
20 ❑ NO#Jal outpatient
kind of clinic?
10 ❑ Home
40 n Hospital Ermrzeacy Peon
50 ❑ C&=ny or Industry
m D Other (.%.+)
7
Is th* doctor a general practitionw or a spcciali st? 4. 0 t ❑ General practitioner
. . n Specialist - What kind of
.p.ci.llst is b.?
7
a.Was this visit for ●mergtncy car.? %. IY
________________________________________________________________________________ ----- ___________________
2N
b. Was this visit for surgery or pro or postsurgical care? b. lY 2N
a. Why did ht visit (call) the doctor in (month) ? 6..
Write in reason
--------------- ------------------------------ ----------------------------------- ---. -------------------
Mark appropriate box(es) I ❑ Dim;. or treatment (6c)
3 ❑ Genmmt checkup (6b)
2 l-J Pm or Postnatal care






Y (Er?u cad. 1. 6a, N 0




Mark box or ask:
❑ Condition re+atod I. 6.
c. For what cordtion did -- visit the doctor in ~h) ? c.
P/..s* f.ok at fhis cord - (ShowCard H) [23456789
n. Which of those sources did or will pay any of tho doctor’s bill for this visit? 7=. 10 (sP*cJfY) 7
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- -------------------
b. Did or will any ether sourc* pay any of tho doctor’s bill for this vizit? b. lY 2 N (NP)--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- . -------- _----__----
C. Which sourco? c. CJrcl* addlttonal sOuIX.s in 7.3
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HOSPITAL PAGE 1. Person number
you ~gid *0+ -- was in the hospital (nur$iog home) during the past year. M.mth DayUSE YOU R CALENDAR
Year —
When did-- enter theh. spital (nursing home) (the last time)? Make sure the YEAR Is correct 2. 19_. —
Name




City (or county) state
—
H6wmany nights was-- in the hospital (nursi.g home)? 4, _N Ights
Complete Q.5from entries in Q.’s2and4; ifnotclear, ask thequestions.
—
i. How many of these-- nights were during tbe post 12 months? 5.. ~lghts
---------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ---- - ---------------------------- -----
I. How many of these -- nights were during the past 2 weeks? b. _N Ighcs
---------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ---- - ---------------------------- -----
:. Was -- still inthehospital (nursing home) last $.ndaynight forthis hospitalization (st~)? c. Y N
Forwhat con&tion did-- enter thehospital (nursing home) -doyouknow the medical name? 6,. ❑ Normal delivery ❑ N.rmal at birth —









If “No, ” ask: PART OF BODY in same
For newborn, ask: What was the matter? !
detail asrequired for the
-------------------------------
Kind






o. Ware any operations performed on -- during this stay at the hospital (nursing home)?
—
7, .Y o N (8)
-------------------------------------------------------------------- -- -------------------------------
b. What wasthename of the operation? b.
If hame of operation is not known, describe what was done.-------------------------------------------------------------------- -_ ----------------------------- -----
Y (Describe)
7N
c. Any other operations during this stay? .,
=
The following questions areabo.t the bill forthis hospital stay -not about any separate bill from I 23456789
the doctor or surgeon. Please look at this card (Show Card H). I o (Speclfi)~
a. Which of those sources paid or will pay any of this hOspit~l ~ll? 80 .-------------------------------------------------------------------- --- -
—
------------------------- ~------
b. Did or will any other source pay any of this hospital bill? b.lY 2 N (d)------------------------------------------------------------------- - _- ___________________________ -----
Circle odd fthwl sources in 80
c. Which source? c. Reask 8b ond c
------------------------------------------------------------------- -
-- -------------------------------
❑ “l” is circled in 8a (e) ❑ “l” is not circled in8a(d)
d. Did or will you or your family pay any part of this hospital bill out of your own pocket? d.IY 2 N (f)
------------------------------------------------------------------- --- -------------------------------
e. How much of this hospital bill did or will you or your family pay out of your own pocket? . . s----- -------------------------------------------------------------- --- -------------------------------
If hospital insurance reported (“3” circled in 8a), ask: 1 ❑ Less than half (9)
f. What port of the hospital bill was or will be paid by hospital insurance, less thrn half or one half or more? f. 2 ❑ 1/2 or more
---------------------------- ------, --------------------------------- ---- -- ------------------------ -------
If only “3” is circled in 8a, ask:
g. Did or will hospital insurance pay all of the hospital bill? $1. lY 2N
NOTE: If the condition in Q. 6 or7 is in Q. 38 or 39 or there is “1” or more nights in Q. Sb. a condition Pam
—
is required. If there is no Condition page, fill one after completing columns for ail required hospitalizations. —
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rhese next quest~ons arc about health insurance. ❑ Und. 65 (NP)
--------------------
F 65
)R OVER, la. Is -- cov*red by that part of Social Security MwJicare which pays for hospitol bills?
10. lY





b. IS -- ~ovcr. d by that art of Medicare which pays for doctor’s bills,
that is, the Mdicare p ❑n for which h- or some agency mutt pay o certain amount ●ach menth?
2N 9 DK
b. ;N:) (NP) (NP)
For each &rson with “DK” in Q. I a or b, ask
2. May I please SC* fbo Social Security M*dicarc card(s) for -- (and -- ) to dotermirm
1 ❑ HosPical
2.




(Transcribe the information from the card or mark the “Card not saen” box.) s ❑ Card not seem
We arc inter-steal in ❑ll kinds of health insuronco plans ●xcopt thoso which pay only for accidants.
lm. (Not counting Medicara) Is anyone in tho family covared by hospital insuranca, that i% a haalth
insurance plan which pays any part of a hospital bill? Y @b. C) N (M
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. what is the name of fh= plan? (Record in Table HI.)--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. Is anyone in the family covered by any other hospital insurance plan? Y (3b. C) N (3@--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Y N (Complete Table H.I.
d. is anyone in the family covered by a (any other) health insurance plan which for each ~lan. If no
pays oey part of a doctor’s or surg-n’s bill? Plans nepqrted, go ton
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A 12345678910 1Y2N 9 DK ! a Grwp z ❑ Ind. 9 DK 1Y2N 9 DK
B 123456789[0 1Y2N s DK t 11 GrouP z fl Ind. s OK lYz N 9 UK
Table H. I.-Continued











Dots t!lh PISO v SW
?I@ of a dotte s bill





Doss Ihls IM pay
t
WhstdoyUl Ilko Mat about what 60 YaUIlko Iaaaf a&ut Whaawss tha I-t Nma say
any pmt 0 ● tills — plan?
doctm% bill for







(O (J) (kl (1)
000 ❑ Nev. used 2_ Wks.
1Y2N9DK 3_ Mo.. 4_ Yrs.
* 000 ❑ Nav. USd 2_ Wks.
lYz N9DK a_ Ftc.s. 4— Yrs.
For each peracm, review Q’s. I za-td2 and Table H.I. and determine if
1 l,,CoveredV, by eithert-ledicare or inauraince or’’Not covered.”’
I
1 ❑ CoWred (NP)
2 ❑ Not covered (NP)
Ask for each peramn “Not covered”
(Many people do not carry health insuranco far various reasons)
123-456
4. Which of these stritemcnts (Hand Card N) bast dascribcs why --
7 (SP*CI$J7
is not covarod by any health insurance plan? Any c&r reason?
4.
Circle adI reasons given
5a. Is onyono in ths family covcrcd by an insurance plan which pays any part
of a dantist bill for mutirw or r.guler cor.? lY 2 N (4)
------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Which mtmbors of tha family are cover-d? 5b. ❑ Covered
71
❑ Under 17 (NP)
00 ❑ None (42)
Elem: 12345671
If 17 years old or over. ask:
High: 9 10 II 12
la. What is the highest grade or year -- attended in school? 41.. college: I ?. 3 4 5+
---------------------- --------------------------------------------------------- --- --------------- -----
b. Did -- finish the -- grade (year)? b. IY 2N
Ask for all males 17 years or over:
—
2a. Did -- ever serve in the Armed Forces of the United States? 421J. 2Y I N (43)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- ----------------------
b. When did he serve? Vietnam Era (Aug. ’64 to present). . . . VN b.
1 VN
Circle code in descending order of priority. Thus if Korean War (June ’50 – Jan. ’55) . . . . KW
4 WI
person served in Vietnam and in Korea, circle VN. World War II (Sept. ’40- July ’47) . . . WWl I 2 KW 5 0s
World War I (April ‘ 17- Nov. ’18) . . . WWl
Other Service (all other periods) . . . . OS 3 Wwll 6 DK
—
\3a. Did -- work at any time last week or the week before - (For females): not counting work around the house? 43a. I Y (440) 2 N
------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------- --- .- --------------- -----
b. Even though -- did not work duricg these 2 weeks, does he hove o 10b or business? b. TY 2N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- ,----------------- -----
C. Was he looking for work or on layoff from a lob?
IY z N (Omit
c. 43d)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- _- ---------------------
! Ig Lookin8 3 ❑ Both
d. Which - looking for work or on layoff from a iob? d. 2 ❑ Layoff
—
Employer
kk for all 44a. Who does (did) -- work for? 440.
>ersons with
I “Yes” ,
n 43a, b, or c.
-------------------------- --------------------------------------- --- .----------------, ----
b. What kind of business or industry is this? b. Industry
f “Yes” In 43c
rely, questions
!4a through 44d ------------- _--- _ - __ - _ -----------------------------------,------ --- -------------------





Fi II 44d from entrtes in 44a-44c; if not clear, ask: I ❑ Pv% pd. 5 ❑ No[>-pd.
d, Class of worker d.
2 ❑ Gov. Fed. 6 ❑ Net. wkd.
3 ❑ Gov. oth.




Please look d this card - (Show Card 1) GfOuP 0300 071_JH
00DA 04DE o.s~l
5. Which of these income groups represents your total combined family income for the past 12 months - that is 45.
yours, your--’s e+c.? Includd income from all sources such as wages, solari es, social security or retirement
O1l_JB 05DF 09~J




If thm questionnaire is for Ser\al No. ~ltem No.
LISTING SHEET
If in NTA segment,
an “EXTRA” unit in a B or of original ~by which
Sheet number Line number
also enter for FIRST































go to column 4
- Area Segment,











columns 2—4 of the
❑ Segment Ilst?
(If “YC.,’” COnl;n”e
Tobfe X. If “No,s’

































ALL QUARTERS N - Not a separate

































IF HU IN B SEGMENT ASK:




(If 1959 or 1960,
sPecify “F” if














Conditions reported for which questions 3a-3e










































1. Total or partial payment by self or fami Iy
2. Social Security Medicare
3. Hospital insurance or Doctor Visit insurance
4. Workmen’s Compensation
5. Accident insurance carried by fami Iy or some-
one outside the fami Iy




10. Other (Some other source)
CARD E
“EXTRA CASH” INSURANCE PLAN DEFINED
It is a health insurance plan which pays a
fixed amount of money for each day or week
the policy holder is a patient overnight in the
hospital. This type of health insurance
almost always pays the money directly to the
policy holder. Payments are made to the
policy holder regardless of what other types
of health insurance coverage the person
may have.
FORt.! HIS-502 US, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
1! 2.1,.73) -1.I.=ISAU OF THE CENSUS
EXTRA CASH INSURANCE FLASHCARD
HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY
CARD I
Under $1,000 (including loss) . . Group A
$1,000 -$1,999 . . . . . . . .. Group B
$2,000 -$2,999 . . . . . . . .. Group C
$?,,ooo -$3,999 . . . . . . ..-@wD
$4,000 -$4,999 . . . . . . . .. GrwE
$5,000 –$5,999 . . . . . . . ..@wF
$6,000 -$6,999 . . . . . . . .. Group G
$7,r100- $9,999 . . . . . . . .. Group H
$lO,ooo -$14,999 . . . . . . . . . Groupl
$15,000–$24,999. . . . . . . . . Group J




CARD M CARD N
●
In terms of health:
1. !V:~TT;J$Y IN BED ALL OR MOST OF
2. MUST STAY IN THE HOUSE ALL OR
MOST OF THE TIME.
3. NEED THE HELP OF ANOTHER PERSON
IN GETTING AROUND INSIDE OR
OUTSIDE THE HOUSE.
4. NEED THE HELP OF SOME SPECIAL
AID, SUCH AS A CANE OR WHEELCHAIR,
IN GETTING AROUND INSIDE OR
OUTSIDE THE HOUSE
5. DOES NOT NEED THE HELP OF
ANOTHER PERSON OR A SPECIAL AID




1. Can’t obtain insurance because of age, i Ilness,
or poor health
2. Don’t believe in insurance
3. Dissatisfied with previous insurance
4. Don’t need health insurance because care
received through we [fare or medicaid
5. Have been healthy, not much sickness in the
fami Iy, haven’t needed health insurance
6. Too expensive, can’t afford health insurance
7. Some other reason






How did the accident happen?
Outside motor vehicle
1. Accident between motor vehicle and person
riding on bicycle, in streetcar, on rai Iroad
train, on horsedrawn vehicle
2. Accident between motor vehicle and person
who was walking, running, or standing
3. Other way (Specify how)
Inside motor vehicle or getting in or out
4. Accident between two or more motor vehicles
on roadway
5. Motor vehicle came to sudden stop on
roadway
6. Motm vehicle ran off roadway
7. Accident between motor vehicle and some
other object on roadway (Specify object)
8. Other way (Specify how)
How did tha occid.nt happen?
I I, Any injury involving an uncontrolled f{re or exploston
12. Any injury revolving the discharge of a fmearm
13. Any injury from an accident mvolvmg a nonmotor
vehicle in motton (streetcar, railroad trmn, airplane,
boat, bicycle, horse-drawn veh}cle)
14. Any injury lnfltcted by machmery (belt or motor
driven) while in operat{on ($pccif} muchinen J
15. Any inlury infl!cted by ●dge or point of kmfe,
scissors, n ail or other cutting or ptercmg urplement
16. Any injury Inflrcted by fore!gn body [n eye,
windpipe, or other orlflces
[7. Any injury infllcced by ammal or Insect
18. Any injury inflicted by poisonous substance
swal lowed (Ypecify sub.tuner)
19. Fell on stairs or steps or from a he!ght
20. All other falls
21. Bumped into object or person (covers all COII !slons
between persons includ!ng strrk[ng, punchlnfj,
kicking, etc. )
22. Smuck by mowng oblect (include ob]ec= held
in own hand or hand of other person, also falling,
flying or thrown objects)
23. Handling or stepping on sharp or rough object
(include wounds from. splinters, broken glass, etc. )
24. Caught tn. p!nched or crushed (I.e., between two
mowng oblects or between a moving and a
stationary object]
25. Came m contact w[th hot oblect or substance or
open flame
26. Llftlng or other exerr!on
27. Twwtmg or stumblmg
28. Other (Specif> ho. accident huppIncd)
* U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1976– 210-981:34
75
VITAL AND HEALTH STATISTICS PUBLICATIONS SERIES
Formerly Public Health Service hblication No. 1000
Series 1. Programs and Collection procedures. –Reports which describe the general programs of the National
Center for Health Statistics and its offices and divisions, data collection methods used, definitions, and
other materkd necessary for understanding the data.
Sen”es2. Data Evaluation and Methods Research .–Studies of new statistical methodology inchdng experimental
tests of new survey methods, studies of vital statistics collection methods, new analytical techniques,
objective evaluations of reliability of collected data, contributions to statistical theory.
Series 3. Analytical Studies. –Reports presenting analytical or interpretive studies based on vital and health
statistics, carrying the analysis further thrm the expository types of reports in the other series.
Series 4. Documents and Committee Reports. –Final reports of major committees concerned with vital and
health statistics, and documents such as recommended model vital registration laws and revised birth
and death certificates.
Series 10. Data from the Health Interview Survey .-Statistics on illness; accidental injuries; disability; use of
hospital, medical, dental, and other services; and other health-related topics, baaed on data coIlected in
a continuing national household interview survey.
Series 11. Data from the Health Examination Survey. –Data from direct examination, testing, and measurement
of national samples of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population provide the basis for two types of
reports: (1) estimates of the medically defined prevalence of specific diseases in the United States and
the distributions of the population with respect to physical, physiological, and psychological charac-
teristics; and (2) analysis of relationships among the various measurements without reference to an
explicit finite universe of persons.
Series 12. Data from the Institutionalized Population Surveys.-Discontinued effective 1975. Future reports from
these surveys will be in Series 13.
Series 13. Data on Health Resources Utilization. –Statistics on the utilization of health manpower and facilities
providing long-term care, ambulatory care, hospital care, and family planning serwices.
Series 14 Data on Health Resources: Manpower and Facilities. –Statistics on the numbers, geographic distrib-
ution, and characteristics of health resources including physicians, dentists, nurses, other health occu-
pations, hospitals, nursing homes, and outpatient facilities.
Series 20. Data on Mortality. –Various statistics on mortality other than as included in regular annual or monthly
reports. Special analyses by cause of cleath, age, and other demographic variables; geographic and time
series analyses; and statistics on charactenstics of deaths not available from the vital records, based on
sample surveys of those records.
Series 21. Data on Natality, Marriage, and Divorce. –Various statistics on natality, marriage, and divorce other
than as included in regular annual or monthly reports. Special analyses by demographic variables;
geographic and time series a.rdyses; studies of fertility; and statistics on characteristics of births not
available from the vital records, based on sample surveys of those records.
Series 22. Data j?om the National Mortality and Natality Surveys. –Discontinued effective 1975. Future reports
from these sample surveys based on vital records will be included in Series 20 and 21, respectively.
Series 23. Data from the National Surve y of Family Gro wth. –Statistics on fertility, family formation and disso-
lution, family planning, and related matemal and infant health topics derived from a biennial survey of
a nationwide probability sample of ever-married women 1544 years of age.
For a list of titles of reports published in these series, write to: Scientific and Technical Information Branch
National Center for Health Statistics
Public Health Service, HRA
120cIwille, Md. 20852
●
